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From
The Floor
("From The Floor" is the Square dancer's opportunity
to take "pot shots" at "Sets in Order" or the Square
Dancing picture in general. Send your comments to the
Editor, "Sets in Order," giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters will be disregarded.)

Dear Editor:
I would like to add a bit more as a follow-up
to the brighter side of the Swing-Ezy Square
Dance Club of Keokuk, Iowa. The club is back
to dancing, including several couples that were
injured in the explosion and fire last Thanksgiving eve.
They had just made arrangements for acquiring a replacement for their club caller, Ken
Anderson, who was preparing to move to the
East. Their new caller is Dell Trout, who has
been square dancing and calling since early in
the '50's I am enclosing a picture of the little gal who travels nearly 200 miles each time
she calls for the Swing-Ezy Club as she lives
in Ottumwa . . .
May I also say thanks to Sets in Order for
their factual coverage of the events since last
Thanksgiving eve.
"Bud" Conner
Ottumwa, Iowa

READ THIS BADGE ACROSS THE SET!

SUZY
JOHNSON
TOWN OR CLUB

85c
Name
Only
75c
Several
Colors

DESIGN BADGES $1.00
Send for brochure . . FREE sample

SING- A LONGS
I/
1J
s/W

Special Shape
or any State
$1.25

JOHN SMITH
A DURABLE BADGE
OF A NEW PLASTIC . . . ONLY

60c EACH

Name & Town or Name Only

Letter
Type
as
Shown
Only

JOHN
JOHNSON
SAN PEDRO, CALIF.

Several

Swing-Ezy caller Dell Trout

Colors

MORE ON CLOTHING

Dear Editor:
Several months ago I had the opportunity to
watch and enjoy a group of mentally retarded
children square dancing. It was a most heartwarming and thrilling experience. Their calls
were fairly simple and perhaps even memor(Please turn to page 38)
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ALL BADGES SAFETY CLASP PIN
WE PAY POSTAGE

BLUE ENGRAVERS
315 SEVENTH ST., SAN PEDRO, CALIF. 90733
4% Sales Tax for Calif. orders
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BILL BALL
"FLOWERS ON THE
WALL"— 4855

AL BRUNDAGE
"I NEVER KNEW"
4851

RUTH STILLION
"STEEL GUITAR RAG"
4848

THE
NEW
LOOK

JOHNN I E ROTH
"WI LDF1 RE"
4854

DON STEWART
"NUMBER ONE
DANCERS" (Sept.1

AT WINDSOR
Music By
MAX FORSYTH
"ENJOY YOURSELF"
4846

FRANKIE MESSINA BAND
PETE LOFTHOUSE BAND
GEORGE POOLE ORCHESTRA
MEMO BERNABEI ORCHESTRA
THE WINDSOR ORCHESTRA

Produced By
ED LOWRY
BRUCE JOHNSON
"NOBODY KNOWS YA"
4852

CHUCK RALEY
"STAND AT YOUR
WINDOW"— 4857

DAVE TAYLOR
"HEARTACHES"
4853

BOB VAN ANTWERP
"RAGGIN' A CALL"
4856

WAYNE WEST
"STRUTTIN' WITH
MARIA" (Sept.)

_
ZIP CODE 91780

rep 5, intrcleir

' Square Dance
Date Book
Aug. 5-6-13th Ann. Penn State SID Festival
University Park, Pa.
Aug. 5-7—Callers Clinic
Hotel Madison, Norfolk, Nebr.
Aug. 6-8th Annual Ski Hi Stampede
Monte Vista, Colo.
Aug. 6—Guest caller dance
Hayloft, Asbury Park, N.J.
Aug. 6-3rd Hoedowners Holiday in Hawaii
Fest., City Park Recr. Ctr., New Iberia, La.
Aug. 6—Annual Jackass Jamboree
High School, Kellogg, Ida.
Aug. 6—Wyoming Rodeo Annual Square Dance
Grand Valley Armory, Wyoming, Mich.
Aug. 7-12--Rainbow Lake Si & RID Institute
Rainbow Lake Lodge, Brevard, N.C.
Aug. 8-13-13th Ann. B.C. Square Dance
Jamboree, Penticton, B.C., Canada
Aug. 11-13=4th Ann. Reunion Overseas
Dancers, San Antonio, Texas
Aug. 13-22nd Ann. "Christmas Project" Dance
Central School Gym, Newcomb, N.Y.
Aug. 13—Guest Caller Dance
Hayloft, Asbury Park, N.J.
Aug. 13—Central Calif. Assn. Hosts Council
Modesto, Calif.
Aug. 13-1st Annual Corn Festival SAD
Hill Recr. Center, Medicine Hat, Alta., Can.
Aug. 13-14—"Old Tyme" SID Weekend Workshops, Powder Mill Barn, Hazardville, Conn.
(Please turn to page 46)
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Want to say a public thank-you to the caller
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"THE RECORD DESIGNED . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

"ENGLAND SWINGS"
and so will you ...
WW #110
By DON FRANKLIN
and the WAGON-MASTERS
9500 W. 53rd AVENUE S ARVADA, COLORADO

NAME BADGES
TRIMMED IN RHINESTONE
$1.25
BACKGROUNDS IN
WHITE OR BLACK
NAMES IN BLACK
RED, GOLD
OR GREEN
DANCE FIGURES IN SILVER, GOLD OR BLACK

PAULY'S RECORD SALES
BOX 72

WAUSAU, WIS. 54401

VELCO
MEANS SAFETY

STOP
SLIPPERY
DANCE FLOOR

NO DUST — NO PARAFFIN
NO ABRASIVES
16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN
or
11 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
$1.95 Plus Postage (USA only)
$2.25 Plus Postage (in Canada)

Ulm

DEALER INQUIRIES INIVITFn
WRITE:

rAt4CI
lm‘WITH SAFETY

Johnny Velotta Supply
118 So. Lake St.
'Los Angeles, Calif. 90057

Ranch wear, western
furniture, boots, hats.
tack, square dance
dresses, gifts and
even more. Serving
America for over 40
years.

OUR 72-PAGE WESTERN CATALOG
IS YOURS FREE - JUST ASK FOR IT

MILLER STOCKMAN
1555 Lawrence St., Denver, Colo. 80217
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[ __ROUND DANCES
GIRL THAT I MARRY — Hi-Hat 829
Music: (Gene Garf) — Guitar, Bells, Vibes, Harp,
Piano, Organ, Humming Voices, Bass, Drums,
Accordion
Choreographers: Nora & Archie Murrell
Comment: A smooth but busy waltz for experienced dancers. Music is full and well
played.

BERNADINE — Flip side to the above.
Music: (Gene Garf) — Saxophone section, Trumpet, Guitar, Piano, Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Bill & Marie Brown
Comment: Jazzy music and a lively two-step routine that is not difficult.

JERE — Sets in Order 3156
Music: (The Artists) — Guitar, Piano, Accordion,
Vibes, Rhythm-Guitar, Bass, Drums
Chnreographers: Fd and Claire Greer
Comment: Danceable music and a two-step row
tine that is not difficult and is pleasant to
dance.

MANDOLIN BOOGIE MIXER

Flip side to the

above.
Music: (The Musicians) — Mandolin, Accordion,
Rhythm-Guitar, Vibes, Drums, Bass
Choreographer: Otto Stave
Comment: Lively music and an exceptionally easy
six measure mixer. Routine goes thru 10 times.

FUNNY MELODY — Windsor 4717
Music: (George Poole) — Trumpet, Banjo, Piano,
Drums, Bass, Clarinet

(Please turn to page 20)
HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORTS
Each report gives an analysis of the record
and the dance. The shaded area in the
chart indicates the voice range used by
most recording companies. By comparing
LF
the voice range letters in each analysis
—LE
with those on the chart, you should be
LD
able to determine the record's suitability
-LC
L 13
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
-LA —
be starred (*) in which case you will find
E LG
E LF
the calls reproduced in the Workshop section of the same issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the "Comment" section.
These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee.
Symbols used indicate as follow: *Average, "A-A-Above
Average, -n..**Exceptional, ****Outstanding.
HF
HE
—HD
HC
-44—
HA
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Fully Transistorized VP50 Transcription Player

VPSO SPECIFICATIONS:

SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR

POWER OUTPUT: 40 watts (80 w.

PROFESSIONAL CALLERS

peak) continuous sine wave rating
(60 w. peak) High fidelity performance; 45-18,000 cps, ± 1 db.
TRANSISTORS AND DIODES: 17 Total
9-2N2717 silicon, 2-2N3053 silicon,
4-2N2147 germanium, 2-silicon diodes.
POWER CONSUMPTION: 120 watts
(117 vac).
MICROPHONE INPUT: 4: MIC 1,
radio/tape, phono MIC 2.
OUTPUT: Two speaker sockets, 4,
8, 16 ohm and 25V, balanced 70V;
Monitor; Tape.
CONTROLS: Channel 1-Treble, Bass,
Volume, Selector Switch. Channel 2Volume, Tone Switch, Power Switch.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 45-18,000
cps ± I db.
12" LOUDSPEAKER: Two 10 oz. ceramic magnet.
MICROPHONE CONNECTOR: Standard
Phone Plug,
SPEAKER PLUG: Jones P-302-CCT-L.
DIMENSIONS: 153/4" W, 161/2" D,
111/2" H.

COVERAGE UP TO
200 PLUS SQUARES
The VP50 — an all transistor, completely
portable, professional transcription player.
Professional construction gives you a tool
capable of continuous duty over long
periods of time with a minimum of attention and servicing. High Fidelity .. . Unique
Variable Speed Control . . . Precise Automatic Cueing . . . you get all this and
more with the VP50! Remember, Bogen
means the utmost in sound and music reproduction.

IF YOUR CHECK ACCOMPANIES ORDER
WE PAY THE FREIGHT
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As the value of Sets in Order has increased along with its size, so has the
cost of production gone up. So, starting November 1, 1966, the yearly cost
for a Sets in Order subscription will be $5.00 (single copies, 50c), but don't
be fooled. The value of your Sets in Order subscription will be greater than
ever! How would you like the opportunity to subscribe a year or two into
the future at the old rate?

SO,

You would expect to pay
at least $4.00 for any of
these premiums; but
they are not for sale.
You may have one premium for each year's
new or renewal subscription that you send in at
this time.

OK

* UNTIL OCT. 31, 1966, you'll still have the opportunity
to send in your renewal subscription or new subscription to Sets
in Order at $3.70 per year. Send it in for as many years as you
wish. Renewals will simply be added to your current subscription
and you won't be notified again until the total subscription has
run its course. Just be sure to renew now so you won't forget
and while you're at it, why not send in a new subscription at this
low, low rate for a square dance friend. Be sure to select one of
these free gifts with each year's subscription.

#1
#2
#3
Lucky "13" 12 Caller
"18" 12 Caller
3 Record, Six 5-min.
LP Album
LP Album
Callers Hoedowns
First Issued in 1964
First Issued in 1965
First Issued in 1965
Please allow six weeks for delivery of a premium.
If you are a present subscriber in the U.S.A. please add 50c per premium selected to
cover postage and handling. If you are in Canada or another foreign country, please
add $1.00 to cover higher postage and handling. Allow 6 weeks for premium delivery.
If you are a new subscriber in the U.S.A.—be our guest on the postage and handling charges. Those new subscribers in another country please add 50c.
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August 1966
of the square dance
activity is the square dance club. This we
feel is as it should be. The class, as we
have stated in the past, rightfully takes the
place of a club and is a learning club for the
new dancer.
Looking deeper into the square dance picture, we see the square dance vacation institutes as being an extension of the square dance
club idea. This especially fits the week-long
square dance camps, where in a period of five
days, dancers spend as much time with each
other as they might spend with members of
a club that meets twice each month — during
a period of seven months.
The one element that seems to be outside
of the realm of the general pattern of square
dancing is the festival, the roundup or the
convention. These giant one, two or three day
affairs also play an important part in the
square dance picture. They serve to remind
dancers of the enormous proportions that this
activity has taken. They impress upon the
new dancer that once he has learned to dance,
he can dance comfortably with others from all
parts of the country and follow the calls of
callers he has never heard before.
This is all important and "the big event" is
undoubtedly here to stay.
Those who have checked registrations at
past national conventions, have come to realize
that there is a tremendous turnover among
those coming to these events each year. In
Long Beach two summers ago, some 12,000
Californians registered and attended the 13th
Annual National Square Dance Convention.
Last summer in Dallas 300 Californians attended. This would seem to indicate that "The
National" is most effective for those living
within a range of 500 or 600 miles.
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While the total enrollments of the various
conventions range somewhere between 10,000
and 18,000, the vast majority of dancers are
attending their one and only.
Perhaps this is a healthy sign. Maybe attending a National Convention once or twice
in a lifetime adds that extra excitement to
the square dancer's life. Perhaps it allows him
to return to his square dance club more dedicated than ever. These big meetings, whether
they are regional, state or national, do play an
important part in the square dance picture.
But they will never replace the importance of
belonging to a club.

Report on a Junket
unlikely place for a square
1 dance. The floor was a bit uneven ( rough
might be a better description) , and the area
showed very few signs of having been swept
up or cared for. That was the least of the problems however, as the acoustics were good and
there was plenty of room. That was most important!
The setting was the centuries old Greek
ruins at Efessos on the Turkish mainland and
as we stood in the stage section of the ancient
amphitheater, some bright soul came up with
the idea "Hey, this is a good place for a square
dance!"
It didn't much matter that minutes before
folks were complaining of being foot-weary or
that centuries ago, John and other apostles had
preached on this very spot. It just seemed that
this was a proper place and time for a dance.
To say that the seventy-six of us who left
the States on June 2 had a wonderful time
would be a gross understatement. First, it was
Portugal with its magnificent coastline, its
windmills and its unique form of bull fighting.
IT WAS A MOST

They don't kill the bull but eight completely
'unarmed and unpadded "football players" come

9

into the ring and attempt to wrestle the bull to
its knees.
A highlight, of course, would be our visit
to Spain and our unforgettable evening at the
Moron Airforce Base dancing with 150 square
dancers coming from all parts of Spain. Here
once again, we had an opportunity to see first
hand just how much square dancing means to
these people overseas. Our admiration indeed
goes to jack Ritter and the cther callers and
teachers who are doing such a tremendous job
despite many handicaps.
Athens with its Acropolis, just a short distance from our hotel, and a cruise through the
clear, blue waters of the Aegean, stopping at
the legendary Greek Islands and Istanbul supplies us with memories enough for several lifetimes.
Among the thousand-and-one unforgettable
incidents is the recollection of Bob Van Antwerp — electric megaphone in one hand accompanied by music on a small battery-powered
record player— as nine squares took part in perhaps the first square dancing ever held on
shipboard in the harbor of the island of Rhodes.
This was a wonderful trip from beginning
to end and one which makes us repeat once
again, "Square Dancers, without a doubt, make
the very best traveling companions!"

What's in a Name?
had the occasion to visit a
II square dance someone had told you was
"advanced" only to discover that the things
the folks were dancing were dances and basics
you had done a year or two before? Perhaps
they may have been things , that you might
have considered, if not in the "beginner" category, certainly no more than "intermediate"
material.
Or you may have had an experience which
was just the reverse. Possibly while in another
area someone talked you into visiting their
dance which they described as being the "fun"
level, only to discover that the dances were all
new, the tempo faster than usual and the evening loaded with terms you'd never encountered before.
This is no new problem. Semantics have
posed problems to square dancers since the
activity grew out of the simple one-night-stand
phase. At one time, there were no levels. Either
you were a square dancer or you weren't a
HAVE YOU EVER
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square dancer. Or, you were in the process of
becoming a square dancer and in those days
the process might have referred to an hour or
so of simple instruction, to be told the positions in a square and to be led through an
Allemande Left and a Right and Left Grand.
When classes became the vogue, all of this
changed. The person in his first, second or
third evening of square dancing was definitely
a beginner and the person who had passed
through this series of lessons, even if it
amounted to only seven, might then be considered an advanced dancer.
In the course of a relatively short period of
time, with the addition of new basics, new
round dances, new styles of calling, the advanced dancer became the person who could
do everything. The title Beginner was still
reserved for those in the early stages of learning and a rather obvious solution for the person in the middle somewhere was the designation intermediate Dancer.
Of course we got back to the same old confusion when a person who was a veteran,
square danced in an area where the activity
was only in its second year ( and considered
himself very advanced) visited another area,
where square dancing had been prevalent for
fifteen years. It could easily have been that an
advanced dancer in this area was someone
with more than ten years of square dancing
to his credit. So our two advanced dancers had
little in common.
The addition of the terms high level and
low level brought little relief to the situation.
Who in the world wants to be known as a low
level dancer? On the other hand, should a
person, simply because of the fact that he's
been exposed to every new movement in the
book, be considered high level? There seems
to be far more to dancing ability than this.
There was something rather disgraceful to the
term low and the term high was equally misleading.
The same problem existed with the term
beginner attached to the new dancer. This
seemed to bother quite a few people who
came into square dancing because they were
looking for a good form of relaxation ( and not
embarrassment). And so it was that some
teachers began to designate members of their
classes as learners and those who had completed a course they referred to as graduate
square dancers, or better yet, just square
SETS in ORDER, AUGUST, '66

dancers.

Those advocating the system of dancer labeling based on the amount of time a person
had been in the activity (i.e., a one year
dancer, a seven year dancer, a ten year dancer,
etc.), might lose hope in an experience we
ran across a number of years ago.
Everyone applying for membership in one
of our Asilomar Vacation Institutes fills out an
application form. One of the questions on the
application asks, "How long have you been
dancing?"
One couple, who had been accepted and
who immediately showed signs of having
trouble at the very first dance meeting had
filled in the blank "Twelve years."
It didn't take us long to discover that the
twelve years was not an untruthful statement.
They had been dancing twelve years all right.
Perhaps once or twice each year.
Because square dancing does mean many
things to many people, perhaps the best
method of differentiation is frequency. The
enthusiast, with an unlimited amount of time
to devote to square dancing; who spends every
night and sometimes weekends on the square
dance floor would be a high frequency dancer.
The equally enthusiastic person to whom
square dancing is just as important and who,
because of many other responsibilities is limited, perhaps to once a week or even twice a
month, might, on the other hand, be known as
a low frequency dancer.
It's apparent that you can have a lot of fun
with names and you can work on titles for
square dancers indefinitely and have just as little success with unbeatable terms as have others
before you. Even the term fun level leaves a
different picture in the minds of different
dancers. Fun to one person may be the smooth,
rhythmic well-timed reaction to a well delivered
call; to another, an evening loaded with whooping and hollering, and yet to another a fun
dance may be the one where the greatest amount
of new material has been presented or where
the dancers have been "stumped" most of the
evening. Who knows—perhaps it's not important
but it is worth thinking about.

Memorable Moments
dancing in the ruins of
the Greek amphitheater, reminds us of
other unusual square dances in the past. A
PEAKING EARLIER of
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truly high level dance was the one we puffed
through a number of years ago in the Colorado
Rockies with the elevation at more than 10,000
feet. To indicate that the tips were short would
be putting it mildly.
In contrast, perhaps the lowest level dance
we ever took part in was in Death Valley, California, about 100 feet below sea level.
Gaining some sort of immortal recognition
was the demonstration one square of our
dancers held near a reservoir on the California,
Arizona border. Since then proud participants
in the event, claim that it was the "best square
dance by a dam site."
Doubtless every square dancer has recollections of his most unusual square dance and
we'd like to print some of these from time to
time. Why not share your "unusual" dance experience with us?
If you saw "Zorba the Greek" you may
agree with the main character's belief that all
emotions can best be expressed through dancing. Happiness alone does not stimulate the
dance, but sadness, fear, anxiety and grief all
find their outlet when we move to music. That
perhaps explains why we do these things.
Among our other square dance memories:
A shipload of marines heading out into the
Pacific during World War II and deciding it
was just the right time and place for a square
dance. The braver ones tieing their jackets
around their waists for aprons and knotting
the four corners of their handkerchiefs into
"hats" to designate them as the "ladies."
At the railroad station in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada during the Korean war, fifteen squares
of dancers turning out in full costume on little
more than a half hour's notice to welcome
wounded Canadian veterans in a hospital train
as it headed east.
In the old gymnasium with its less than
perfect floor, as "Pappy" Shaw called the
dances. It was here we all agreed that "square
dancing had come to stay!"
In the airport waiting room at Anchorage,
Alaska, where the prime minister of Japan, in
between flights, had asked to see an example
of American square dancing, and where we
moved back the chairs and danced for perhaps
an hour as our "guest" sat and watched.
We could go on like this for a long time.
But now it is your turn. Let us in on that
square dance recollection funny or sad— that
has special significance for you.
11
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Features posters
that ring the bell
for square dancing

USE
to be of service to square dance
groups, associations and callers this fall, we
put the spotlight on poster ideas.
Our artist, Charlie Dillinger, has prepared
this series of poster "roughs." Ideas from any
of them which will fit your particular situation
may be taken. An artist within your group, a
professional artist in the area or someone par-

I

N AN EFFORT

ticularly talented in this field can, with very
little effort, convert these ideas into a series of
colorful posters that will help you do an outstanding "selling" job this fall.
Help Yourself
None of these ideas is copyrighted and they
are yours simply for the taking as part of Sets
in Order's service feature "Lift and Use."
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Your club name and the theme for
your dance could fit into this well
designed layout. The use of linking
squares for the pertinent material adds
to the good balance. Note that the
Who, What, Where and When,
necessary to tell your story, are
all included.

OCT.19
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Good balance and an uncomplicated layout are the features of these
two poster designs. Substitute a Christmas wreath for a pumpkin.
Change the names on the balloons. These ideas are for you to "lift
and use" as you see fit.

READYMADE POSTERS AVAILABLE
AN AMERICAN HERITAGE!
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Sets in Order has prepared two
handsome posters available for
immediate use by square dance
groups anywhere. The design on
the left particularly planned for
groups in the United States is in
two colors. The universal poster
shown on the right is in black and
white only and may be colored by
the individual groups if desired. For
charges on these posters, see the
advertisement on another page of
this issue.

MARE DM
NEW BEGINNERS

CLASS STARTING
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COMING: DISCOVERY

DEPARTMENT
FOR NEW
SQUARE
DANCERS

1966
VERSION
ALL
NEW
square dance classes are known
to start almost any time during the year,
there are two major times when we may expect the greatest number of new beginner
groups to get under way. The primary period
is the opening of the fall season, SeptemberOctober. The secondary season is JanuaryFebruary.
Actual statistics based on the number of
graduation diplomas, Basic Movement handbooks and other items sold primarily for the
use of new dancers would indicate that an
average of one quarter million new dancers
will be introduced into learner groups this fall.
In anticipation of this period, Sets in Order
has prepared a special series dedicated to these
newcomers who will be "discovering" this new
LTHOUGH

activity for the first time. On the sound theory
that a healthy square dance future depends on
an equally healthy square dance beginning,
this series is aimed at all new square dancers.
It will be devoted to those fundamental facts
concerning the activity, i.e., attitudes, behavior, philosophy, etc., which will help to get
every square dancer started out on the right
foot.
This year, step by step style photographs by
Joe Fadler, special cartoons by Frank Grundeen and an outstanding collection of helpful
hints aimed at the new dancer will all be featured in the series.
You're invited to share in this project which
is just one way in which Sets in Order hopes
to be of service to square dancing.

"SWEET 16th" OFF AND RUNNING
29-30, JULY 1, 1967 — important dates
J UNE
on any square dancer's calendar — Mark the
time of the 16th National Square Dance Convention, scheduled for the Civic Center in
Philadelphia, Pa. Vic and Peg Wills are General Chairmen of the "Sweet 16th"; this hardworking, dedicated couple began laying the
groundwork for the big event for which they
are responsible soon after they returned from
Dallas in 1965 with the coveted award.
The months ahead promise to be busy and
exciting for hundreds of square dancers in the
Delaware Valley area of ,Pennsylvania when
all of Chairman Wills' committees swing into
action as they are doing constantly. America's
"Cradle of Liberty" is bound to enrich its celebrated history of '76 in — transposed —'67 by
the very fact that the 16th National is the first
ever to be held on the East Coast.
Dancers everywhere are advised to PLAN

J
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NOW to attend this history-making affair.
Write Vic Wills, 200 Treaty Rd., Drexel Hill,
Pa., for specific information.

Introducing Peg and Vic Wills, General Chairmen
16th National Square Dance Convention.
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BADGE OF THE MONTH

HELEN
Southern California is an area where
much activity abounds both in round
dancing and square dancing. Two clubs
from the first category meet in Long
Beach, California, and while identified
with the same instructors, have completely
separate identities as their individual
badges attest.
The Rug Cutters are portrayed by a
smart white badge with a pair of black
scissors third-dimensionally attached. The
name came into being from a remark made
by a graduate from the first class who
said, "I can really cut a rug now!"

IDEAS FROM EVERYWHERE
Oklahoma
The Merry Mixers of Alva, Oklahoma, send
a "We missed you" note to all dancers who
fail to attend a club get-together. Ditto'd on
8" x 11" paper, the page includes attractive
floral and butterfly pictures along with a simple
message and space left for a personal remembrance to be added.
Colorado
The Denver Area Square Dance Council
makes double use of one of its monthly meetings by proclaiming it Club Banner Day. All
clubs represented at the Council meeting are
invited to bring their banners and hang them
around the walls. This encourages folks to
attend and also makes a most attractive hall
decoration and conversation-piece for the afternoon.
Connecticut
The Sikorsky Flying Squares, an open square
dance club, issues guest cards which are
stamped at each visit. After six visits ( and
stamps) the guest attends the next dance free.

STUNTS

IN
REVIEW

of all the
stunts, skits, games and mixers to appear
in The Dancer's Walkthru section over the past
five-and-a-half years is intended to be a guide
and a help to all square dance club party chairman when they require a special activity for
some evening. Detailed descriptions of each
stunt can be found in the appropriately identified issue of Sets in Order. The games are also
briefly cross-filed under "type."

T:

HE FOLLOWING COMPILATION

LEFT
FOOTERS
The Left Footers have a small black
badge shaped like a foot, but the name
belies the ability of the dancers who certainly do not have two left feet. Note the
interesting Jr. "bunion" at the top of the
foot, Class members are identified in this
manner. Upon graduation the bunion can
be broken off and the dancers then retain
the same badge for club membership.
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Alphabet Spelldown November 1960 )
Requires cards pre-printed with letters and a
list of words to be spelled. Uses two teams of
men and women and has good audience
empathy.
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Who Is It? ( January 1961)
Needs mimeographed lists and pencils and
eight people secretly pre-identified. Entire
group participates and stunt lasts all evening.
Valentine Mixer ( February 1961)
Uses Valentines cut into eighths in ample
supply for all to participate.
Draw Charades (March 1961)
Paper and pencils or a blackboard and chalk
are needed, plus a pre-arranged list of subjects. Game may involve all or just a few.
Who Am I? ( April 1961)
Names of identification printed on papers
and enough straight pins are needed for everyone to join in this guessing game.
Hillbilly Bingo (May 1961)
Pre-lined bingo sheets and pencils are
needed. All participate and game can be extended over most of the evening.
Pantomime Titles ( June 1961)
A good leader is needed to explain these
skits to the six to twelve people who will act
them out for the rest of the audience.
Community Singing ( July 1961)
A good song leader can make this type of
event truly enjoyable. Song sheets, books or
slides are optional depending primarily on the
choice of songs.
Back to School Games ( August 1961)
Bubble gum, rope, etc., can be on hand for
these childhood memories and a few or many
persons can be involved.
Stockings and Gloves ( September 1961)
Blindfolds, women's hose and enough pairs
of gloves to accommodate from four to six men
will be needed for this very funny stunt. Audience reaction is generally hysterical.
Elastic Relay (October 1961)
Two circles of strong elastic are needed for
the two mixed teams who compete on this
stunt.
Song Parodies ( November 1961)
A good singer entertains the audience with
this selection of Back at the Square Dance
Again.
Santa's Swap Shop ( December 1961)
Each person attending the Christmas dance
is pre-warned to bring a "white elephant" and
then a capable leader (generally the caller)
takes everyone through this fun activity.
-
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Knees to Know ( January 1962)
Blindfolds and chairs are provided for the
five couples who participate in this game, the
former for the men, the latter for their wives.
This is another enjoyable audience reaction
stunt.
Top Level Secret ( February 1962)
Blindfolds, chairs, a cabbage and a long
sheet of heavy paper are needed plus five or
more couples. Again a good visual skit.
Hand Songs (March 1962)
An enthusiastic emcee will have the entire
audience joining in on this simple singingaction game.
A Relay Race to Get Under Your Skin
(April 1962)
Two pair of extra-large long-johns and many
balloons are required. Two teams of men and
women compete.
Nursery Rhymes ( May 1962 )
The emcee selects two extrovert-type leaders
each to captain half of the audience in competing against each other in their knowledge of
children's nursery rhymes.
Keep It Under Your Hat ( June 1962)
Several old and varied ladies' and men's
hats keep ten to twelve men active in this funtype game. A quick emcee keeps the action
moving.
Party Fun Handbook ( July 1962)
A sixteen-page handbook contains ideas for
unusual squares, mixers, party etiquette,
themes, etc.
Lion Hunt ( August 1962)
An out-going leader must memorize this
routine before he invites the audience to participate with him.
For Your Song Collection ( September 1962)
Another song parody, Square Dancers Never
Die, this song too is to be enjoyed by an
audience.
TV Sets the Trend ( October 1962 )
Several television shows are adapted for
party use. Most require a thoughtful selection
of participants for success.
Clapping Contest ( November 1962 )
The emcee should thoroughly understand
the routine used in this stunt before he explains
it to his four participating couples.
Christmas Caroling—A Parody
( December 1962)
If word sheets are provided, the entire
audience can probably participate in this version of The Twelve Days of Christmas.
SETS in ORDER, AUGUST, '66

Mops and Ping Pong Relay ( January 1963)
Short-handled mops, string and ping-pong
balls are needed for each of the four men who
swing away at this game. Good visual enjoyment for the rest of the audience.
Not After But During and Before
(February 1963)
As implied, this game involves work before
the dance and then continues as a mixer during
the evening.
Roll On ( March 1963)
Two couples compete in rolling their own
Bull Durham cigarettes.
Scavenger Hunt ( April 1963 )
A fun game which includes all the audience.
No pre-planning, other than a list of objects, is
required. A team captain for each half of the
group is needed.
Human Checkers ( May 1963)
Seven chairs, three men, three women and a
knowledgeable emcee are needed for this
mathematical teaser.
Here's Pie in Your Eye ( June 1963 )
Blindfolds, raincoats (or similar protection),
two pieces of pie and two spoons, along with
two men (good sports) all add to the confusion
resulting from this eating contest.
For the Small Group ( July 1963 )
Several ice-breakers reminiscent of those enjoyed during childhood are presented for
smaller get-togethers.
Singing with Actions ( August 1963 )
Another example of the type of stunt presented in March 1962. Entire audience participates.
A Version of Keep Talking ( September 1963)
A clock, an emcee, and a contestant try to
outsmart old man time. This stunt could be
used several times during an evening with different contestants.
Living Tic-Tac-Toe ( October 1963)
Nine chairs and two teams with four people
to a side try to live this perennial paper game.
Dancing with Balloons ( November 1963)
Lots and lots of balloons are needed for this
square dance which might make a good initiation or graduation stunt.
Human Christmas Tree ( December 1963 )
No pre-planning required for this seasonal
idea. Entire club gets in on the fun.
Alphabet Mixer ( February 1964)
One card with a string to be hung around
the neck and printed with one letter is needed
for each person attending the dance. This is a
SETS in ORDER, AUGUST, '66
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good get-acquainted idea.
Where Were You Born? ( March 1964 )
A ditto'd map of the United States plus a
pencil is needed for each person. This game
may well last all evening.
Goin' Fishing ( April 1964 )
Two special fishing poles and two mixed
teams of from eight to twelve persons make
this stunt a good visual one for the audience.
Scene From the Silent Screen ( May 1964 )
Chairs, electrician's tape, a record and several men make this a very funny skit.
Perils of the Proboscis ( June 1964 )
Paper bags, blankets (or sheets) and five or
six couples are needed for this stunt.
Looking Into the Future ( July 1964)
This skit involves a great deal of pre-planning and work and would be most suitable for
a large square dance event. Costumes and rehearsals are required.
People-odean ( August 1964 )
Several people are successfully taken through
a musical selection by a competent musical
leader.
How Many Could You Name?
( September 1964 )
All dancers are involved in identifying their
fellow club members. Pencils and paper are
required.
Dressing Race (October 1964 )
A hilarious stunt is enacted by four men and
two store mannequins as they compete to dress
them. Two complete outfits of clothing are
needed.
Self-Portraits ( November 1964 )
Paper bags, crayons or marking pens, and as
many people as you wish to include can have
fun with this simple stunt.
Christmas Relay ( December 1965 )
Two mixed teams, chairs for each person,
and two Christmas ornaments are all that are
needed for this simple relay.
Proverbial Needle in a Haystack
( January 1965 )
This running stunt can last quite awhile, but
it does involve several items : a plastic sheet,
lots of loose hay, a wooden needle and a broom.
A Risky Measure ( March 1965 )
Men attempt to remember their wives' waist
measurement with string and scissors.
17

The WALKTHRU

INDEX BY GROUPINGS
Relay or Team Stunts
Alphabet Spelldown — Nov. 1960
Elastic Relay — Oct. 1961
A Race to Get Under Your Skin — Apr. 1962
Nursery Rhymes — May 1962
Scavenger Hunt — Apr. 1963
Goin' Fishing — Apr. 1964

Letters from Readers ( April 1965)
Several ideas are presented for stunts from
the readers of SIO.
The Chow Line ( May 1965)
Two teams with about six persons to a team
compete to eat various types of food drawn
Singing or Musical Ideas
from two paper bags.
Animated Story Telling ( July 1965)
Community Singing — July 1961
An enthusiastic emcee reads a story and the Song Parodies — Nov. 1961
audience, divided into sections, joins in on Hand Songs — Mar. 1962
appropriate sounds. An expansion of this idea Song Parody — Sept. 1962
appears in the December 1965 Walkthru.
Christmas Song Parody — Dec. 1962
Vacation Time (August 1965 )
Singing with Actions — Aug. 1963
Dancers must be pre-advised to wear an ap- People-odean — Aug. 1964
propriate clue about their vacation to the A Bottle Band — Nov. 1965
dance. All members join in this identification. Three Blind Mice —The Hard Way — Feb. 1966
Uncle Zeke ( October 1965)
Row, Row, Row Your Boat — May 1966
A funny skit to participate in or to watch,
Participation for Everyone
this stunt needs a happy leader and about six Who Is It? —Jan./96/
followers. The leader must memorize a se- Valentine Mixer —
Feb. 1961
quence ahead of time.
Draw Charades — Mar. 196/
A Bottle Band (November 1965)
Who Am I? — Apr.1961
Many participants, each with a correctly Hillbilly Bingo —
May 1961
tuned bottle, and a good musical leader, will
Santa's Swap Shop — Dec. 1961
need some rehearsal to carry off this stunt
Nursery Rhymes — May 1962
successfully.
Lion Hunt — Aug. 1962
Three Blind Mice —The Hard Way
Before and During — Feb. 196.3
( February 1966)
Scavenger Hunt — Apr. 1963
This song parody could be enjoyed by the
Alphabet Mixer — Feb. 1964
entire audience or might be presented by a trio.
Where Were You Born? — Mar. 1964
Musical Knees (March 1966)
How Many Could You Name? — Sept. 1964
Several men and women participate in this
July 1965
version of musical chairs done without chairs. Animated Story Telling —
Vacation Time — Aug. 1965
A piano or a record is needed.
Occupations and Last Names — June /966
Dancing Dolls ( April 1966)
A sheet with costumes sewn on, a record, a Limited Participation but Excellent
simple script, and three or four persons who Audience Response
can rehearse together, make this presentation Pantomime Titles — June 1961
a most enjoyable one for the audience.
Stockings and Cloves — Sept. 1961
Row, Row, Row Your Boat ( May 1966)
Knees to Know — Jan. 1962
Another tongue-twister for the audience or Top Level Secret — Feb. 1962
for a solo musical presentation.
Keep It Under Your Hat June 1962
Occupations and Last Names ( June 1966)
Clapping Contest Nov. 1962
Some pre-planning is involved in this stunt. Mops & Ping Pong — Jan. 1963
Pencils and papers are needed for everyone to Human Checkers — May 1963
participate in a thinking-man's game.
Here's Pie in Your Eye — June 1963
Hidden Faces ( July 1966)
Scene from the Silent Screen — May /964
Women's hose and a blanket are needed to Dressing Race Oct. 1964
make identification of their husbands most dif- Uncle Zeke — Oct. 1965
ficult for several wives.
Dancing Dolls — April 1966
—

—
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NATIONAL CONVENTION NEWS
•

BRIEF REPORT on the"FIFTEENTH"
T

HE 15TH NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CON-

which livened up Indianapolis,
Indiana, on June 16-18, seemed to have "fun"
for its key word. The fun was achieved in many
different ways but the smiles on the faces of
the 14,000-plus dancers attending bore witness
that they found it, and in large measure.
Perfect weather contributed — sunny days,
cool nights and the cessation of a pouring rainstorm late on June 15 ! One of the "hit" attractions — a sort of fun-bonus was the use of
tractor-drawn trams which carried merry, gaily
dressed dancers from building to building on
the Indiana State Fairgrounds where the Convention took place. Running a close second —
the free buses from downtown Indianapolis to
the Fairgrounds.
The Manufacturers' Building, the AG Building and the Coliseum danced crowded floors
during most of the Convention hours. Good
use was made of the checkered flag synonymous of Indianapolis — to fill the squares. The
Youth Hall (4-H Building) was always full
and activity there was continuous. The beautiful Round Dance Center (Farmers' Building)
was filled to capacity and the "quick-teach"
sessions were so popular that additional time
was scheduled for them. Dancers' dress was
exceptionally sharp and appropriate during
both daytime and evening hours.
Panels were very well attended and interesting discussions were held by moderators
and panelists. In several instances there was
standing room only at the panels, which shows
that there IS interest in this phase if it is
handled correctly.
Exhibitors had ample space to show their
VENTION,

Evening dancing in the
Coliseum at the 15th
National Convention in
Indianapolis. Note the
spotlighted caller and the
predominance of the
city's famed black and
white checks in the
dancers' costumes.
—Photo by Bob Batt

wares and "business was good." A plus factor
was that the Indianapolis folks increased the
size of the booths without change in price,
making for instant good business relationships.
Philadelphia, Penna., site of the 1967 Convention, had workers present to rent booth space
for next year; it was SOLD OUT before they
left and they scurried home to try to arrange
for more booths for the 16th National.
Souvenir programs were sold out and have
become collectors' items; registration went
smoothly, with no one ever waiting for a
badge. Spectators alone on the final day totalled over 4,000.
Due to crowded conditions of all dancing
floors on Saturday, the streets in front of the
Coliseum were cleared and outdoor dancing
took place from 7 until 11:30 P. M.
Some of the comments gratefully received
by the working committees went like this:
Indianapolis Police Department: "We have
never handled such a friendly, nice, courteous
crowd as these happy square dancers have
been. We have not had that first bit of trouble,
not that first thing stolen and very few complaints."
And from the committees, headed by General Chairmen Floyd and Clare Lively: "We
hope all the dancers and teacher-callers went
home with a more determined effort to promote our hobby in four simple words — Square
Dancing is Fun! "
Our thanks to Reed and Ruth Moody, Publicity Directors for the "15th" and to Gini Reed
and Ray Castner of Square News in Indianapolis, for the information and pictures which
make up this article.

More record reviews continued from page 6)
Note: At the time of the National Square Dance Convention each year, it seems that the record companies
keep exceptionally busy with new releases. This year is
no exception. You'll find more reviews than usual in
this issue.
Choreographers: Herb and Velma Perry
Comment: Well played swinging music and a
novelty two-step routine that is not difficult.

and although the action is fast most dancers
will enjoy it.

NEW LOVE
Flip side to the above.
Music: (Al Russ) — Violins, Guitar, Drums, Saxophones, Piano, Bass
Choreographers: Oscar and Frances Schwartz
Comment: A medium speed waltz with the usual
Grenn fine music. The routine is not difficult.
—

Flip side to the above.
SUMMER ROMANCE
Music: (Pete Lofthouse) — Piano, Drums, Bass,
Guitar, Trombone
Choreographers; Art & Evelyn Johnson
Comment: Danceable music, frequent repeats
and a routine that is not difficult.
—

Blue Star 1788
GOOFUZ
Music: (The Texans) — Piano, Guitar, Drums, Bass,
Banjo
Choreographers: Manny and Jackie Amor
Comment: A novelty dance that is quite easy and
fun to do.
—

Windsor 4716
MONTEREY
Music: (Windsor Orchestra) — Guitar, Flutes,
Piano, Accordion, Saxophone, Bells, Drums,
Bass
Choreographers: Pete and Ann Peterman
Comment: Very good medium tempo waltz music
and a routine for experienced dancers.
—

TWILIGHT TIME
Flip side to the above.
Music: (Memo Bernabei) — Trumpet, Saxophone
section, Guitar, Drums, Piano, Bass, Organ
Choreographers: Frank and Iris Gilbert
Comment: A full big band sound and a two-step
routine for experienced dancers.
—

I LOVE YOU SO MUCH
Belco 219
Music: (Belco Rhythm Boys) — Organ, Guitar,
Clarinet, Vibes, Saxophone, Bass, Drums
Choreographers: Bill and Pat Boone
Comment: A slow fox-trot for experienced
dancers. The music is good.
—

PEOPLE WILL SAY WE'RE IN LOVE
Flip side to
the above.
Music: (Belco Rhythm Boys) — Guitar, Saxophone,
Rhythm Guitar, Vibes, Drums, Bass, Trumpet.
Choreographers: Eddie and Bobbie Reeves
Comment: Bouncy two-step music that is well
played and an intermediate level routine.
SOMEONE
Grenn 14085
Music: (Al Russ) — Piano, Trumpet, Guitar, Saxophone, Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Bernie Tourigny and Jan Brunell
Comment: Good waltz music and a routine most
dancers will enjoy.
—

LATIN LOUIE
Flip side to the above.
Music: (Al Russ) — Saxophone, Trumpets, Piano,
Rhythm Devices and Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Al and Carmen Coutu
Comment: Unusual music (Jazz-Rhumba) and a
routine for experienced dancers.
—

Grenn 14086
CAROLINA MORN
Music: (Al Russ) — Trumpet, Saxophones, Piano,
Trombone, Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Ralph and Jeanette Kinnane
Comment: Exceptionally good music to the tune
"Carolina in the Morning." Dance is interesting
—
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MAMIE'S MIXER
Flip side to the above.
Music: (The Texans) — Piano, Guitar, Drums, Bass
Choreographers: Jerry and Mamie Helt
Comment: A very easy eight measure mixer.
—

SINGING CALL*
DENVER — Grenn 12082
Key: D
Tempo: 128
Range: High HB
Low LB
Caller: Ron Schneider
Music: Western 2/4 — Banjo, Accordion, Drums,
Clarinet, Bells, Bass, Guitar
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A pleasant dance to call and interesting to dance. Good music.
Rating: **+
MY DARLING DIXIE LEE — Rockin "A" 1333
Key: C
Range: High HC
Tempo: 134
Caller: Bill Wilson
Low LC
Music: Western 2/4 — Violin, Guitar, Piano, Accordion, Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Bow — swing — promenade one
half — Heads right and left thru — star thru
— square thru — swing partner — allemande —
promenade. (Figure) Heads — square thru — do
boys
sa do — ocean wave — swing thru
run — wheel and deal — swing corner — allemande promenade.
Comment: Adequate music, interesting figures
and a lively tempo.
Rating: '+
FLOWERS ON THE WALL — Top 25122
Key: D Minor
Tempo: 128
Range: High HC
Caller: Ray Bohn
Low LB
Music: Standard 2/ 4 — Banjo, Trumpet, Clarinet,
Drums, Bass, Piano
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — walk by partner
— right hand lady right — partner left — gents
star right — allemande — bow — weave ring
— do sa do — allemande — promenade —
(Figure) Heads square thru — right and left
thru — dive thru — square thru three quarter

(Please turn to page 52)
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BIRTH
of an

ASSOCIATION
and dedicated leadership of two very active square dancers
in the area of Schenectady, New York, 15 clubs
formed the Capital District Square and Round
Dance Association. Bob and Betty Proctor, with
Glen Young and his wife, Connie, who is club
caller for the Electric City Twirlers, organized
the new group.
Twelve square dance clubs and three round
dance groups now comprise the membership
roster. Several other groups may qualify soon
to participate as active member clubs. These
clubs represent well over 1000 dancers and
from their collective strength, the square dancing movement in the Capital District Area
should receive a strong boost.
NDER THE COOPERATIVE

The First Step

On May 18, 1965, some 35 people got together to discuss the possibilities of forming
some type of an association. The common
incentive was to integrate the dance schedules
for the coming season into one single pamphlet
and publish a consolidated Dance Schedule for
the entire 1965-1966 year.
Bob Proctor and Glen Young, convinced of
the need, accepted the challenge and, with the
support of their wives and several volunteers
from other clubs than their own, set out to collect the reams of material on dates, times, halls
and callers from the clubs in the area. On September 16, 1965, the completed Dance Schedules were delivered to all club representatives,
listing dances to June 1, 1966.
We have printed many things, pro and con,
about square dance associations in Sets in Order.
When the urge comes to get together to organize
— and promote — it is hard to resist, particularly
with good, enthusiastic leadership. How one area
worked out its association from the beginning is
covered here as an example of one method of
doing so. Editor
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On November 4, 1965, Proctor was elected
Chairman; Glen Young, Vice-Chairman, with
Lillian Reiner as Secretary-Treasurer. These
three individuals agreed to serve until such
time as an official constitution could be drawn
up and ratified by each club desiring to belong
to such an association. Altho' there was still, at
this point, no official organization, it was heartening to note that there had been 100% participation at each meeting by representatives of
the clubs in the area.
Finally, on December 2, 1965, the name —
The Capital District Square and Round Dance
Assn. —was formally adopted. The Constitution
Committee, previously appointed by Proctor,
presented a proposed set of regulations and
by-laws to be ratified by the clubs. On February 3, 1966, the constitution was ratified
and on March 3, 1966, a slate of officers for
the current year was presented and unanimously adopted. The officers, who will serve
until February, 1967 are : Chairmen, Claude
and Myra Perleberg; Vice Chairmen, Bob and
Betsy Proctor; Recording Secretary, Ted and
Verna Beck; Corresponding Secretary, Bill and
Marion Van Buskirk; Treasurer, Art and Eileen
Heggen.
Committees Appointed

One of Perleberg's first acts was to appoint
three working committees to assemble and print
dance schedules for the following: (a) Summer
dances for June, July and August, 1966; b)
Regular dances for September 1966-June 1967;
(c) Beginners' Classes starting September,
1966. The Youngs will again be responsible
for the printing of the dance schedules, which
will be available to every active couple of all
member clubs.
Preliminary overtures have been received
from EDSARDA (the New England dancers'
organization) to consider some form of cooperation in the promotion of the 1967 New England Square Dance Convention scheduled for
Pittsfield, Mass., near the Capital District area.
From the initial informal meeting in early
1965, the support and enthusiastic response of
the dancers in the area were a stimulation to
the leadership. There is evidence that the Capital District is growing in bdth quality and
quantity of square and round dancers and
callers and the young association hopes soon
to be able to provide further cooperation with
similar associations, as well as with the member clubs in the basic area.
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STYLE SERIES •
A BIT OF THE
TRADITIONAL
SALLY GOODIN'
that we allowed ourselves to get carried away last month in
trying to describe a variation of the traditional
iady round two, gent fall thru. While we're still
in the mood, we'd like to answer a letter which
has been lying on the desk for some time asking for information on the traditional Sally
Goodin' figure.
Back a number of years ago this caused
quite a bit of controversy among the diehards
from various parts of the country. You see, the
dance Sally Goodin' depends upon name designations rather than numbers around a square.
in some areas, the system goes like this: The
active man's partner is called his Taw or Ma.
The lady on his right is Sally Goodin'. The
lady across the hall is the Girl from Arkansas.
The lady on the left is Ole Grandma (or, Your
Mother-in-law).
The arguments always arose over these last
two designations. A strong contingent believed

y

ou MAY REMEMBER

that the opposite was Grandma and the lady
on the left was always the Girl from Arkansas.
However, be that as it may, we'll stick to the
corner being Grandma and go through the
simple dance one time with you.
First gent out to the right and turn Sally Goodin'.

Man number one leaves home and turns his
right hand lady with a right forearm (1).
Now come back home and turn your Taw.

Man number one heads back home to turn
his partner with a left arm round (2).
Go cross the hall — and turn that Gal from
Arkansas.

The active man leaves home (3) and turns
his opposite lady with a right forearm (4).
Now come back home and turn your Taw.

He leaves his opposite, returns home to turn
his partner with a left forearm (5).
Now don't forget your old Grandma.
And then go home and turn your Taw.

The active man turns his corner with a right
arm (6) and then returns home to turn his
partner by the left.
That's the dance, more or less, as the old
timers might remember it. However, if you
look far enough, you'll always find variations
to all of these old timers. We remember one
time in Texas dancing with Herb Greggerson
and enjoying Sally Goodin' with a Texas look.

Fundamentally, this is Sally Goodin' with a
do si do. Couple number one leaves home (7)
and while man number one turns lady number
two, lady number one turns man number two
(8). Then, both couples return home (9) to
turn their own partner with a left (10). As
man number one moves across the hall to turn
the Girl from Arkansas (11), each of the other
dancers in couples one, two and three turn
their corner by the right (12) and then return
home to turn their partner by the left (13).
At that point, as man number one heads to
his corner to turn Ole Grandma, all dancers

would get into the act.
They'd turn their corner by the right (14),
then return to turn their partner by the left
(15). Today, if the dance were to be used it
would probably end with a courtesy turn at
that point. However, back in those days, and
in Texas, it was just the start of a Texas do si
do with a continual turning of partner left and
corner right until the caller either got tired,
changed his mind or got drafted into the army.
Sometime when you're just sitting around
with a square of dancers and doing nothing,
try out a bit of the traditional. It's fun.

CHEYENNE
FRONTIER DAYS
features

SQUARE
DANCING
Saddle bronc riding at Cheyenne's Frontier Days.
—Photo by Bill Miranda

can fit fine into many types
of community celebrations, as the folks up
in Cheyenne, Wyoming, have discovered. Cheyenne's "Frontier Days" program is one of the
most famous of the West's celebrations, drawing visitors from long distances to witness the
saddle bronc riding, calf roping, bulldogging
feats of the cowboys and generally to get the
feeling of the "Old West" brought up to date.
Street square dancing has been a part of the
Cheyenne Frontier Days for several years but
not until 1965 was there a full-fledged square
dance in the modern manner. In the first
place, there was not a large enough building
in Cheyenne that was suitable for square dancing. The big Frontier Pavilion had a cement
floor and besides it was usually used for other
Frontier Days events.
As a member of the Cheyenne Promenaders
and Shindiggers Clubs dancer C. C. Sherwood
OQUAKE DANCING

Beryl Main calls for dancers at Warren AFB
during the Frontier Days celebration.

wrote a letter to his Base Commander at Francis E. Warren Air Force Base where he was
stationed, requesting permission to use the base
Service Community Center for a square dance
in the interests of Frontier Days. Permission
was granted readily and the local Chamber of
Commerce gave full support, providing square
dance badges for the dancers. With some regional publicity and a lot of effort from the
clubs' members, plus having a good hall for
the dance, it turned out to be a huge success
and the group was invited back for the 1966
Frontier Days whooperoo.
At the 1965 dance Jerry Haag and Beryl
Main were the callers and dancers arrived from
13 other states besides 'Wyoming. Some 40
squares of dancers plus spectators were present.
In 1966 the date was July 29, the dance
again at the Air Force Base Community Center. Callers were Jerry Haag, Don. Franklin and
Chuck Raley.
In addition to the square dancing visiting
dancers were invited to see the top-quality
rodeo-ing, spectacular western parades with
authentic old time wagons and carriages, variety shows in the arena, chuckwagon races,
Indian dances nine days and nights of carnival. Chuckwagon breakfasts were served free
to all in downtown Cheyenne.
Dancers in communities which have yearly
celebrations of some kind would do well to
look into the possibility of including a night —
or more — of square dancing during the festivities. This is a prime kind of spot to "showcase" the hobby and to let the townsfolks and
visitors know what they, too, can learn and
enjoy doing.

St-k.ROM THE OUTSIDE RING
Editor's Note: These pages feature interesting Square Dancing news items
from different areas of our world in which Square Dancing is an international
activity. These items are collected and edited by Helen Orem, Assistant
Editor of Sets in Order. All information in this category should be sent to
Mrs. Orem at 462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048.

Texas

Arthur Leslie of Corpus Christi has been
elected President of the Texas Round Dance
Teachers Assn. and was installed during the
San Antonio Round Dance Festival on June
11-12. Arthur and his wife Vee are instructors
for the Two-by-Two Round Dance Club.
Stompin' Squares sponsored a Summer
Stomp Teen Jamboree on June 18 in Lubbock.
The program was in charge of teen callers. The
club dances each third Saturday at the K. N.
Clapp Party House with Eldred Parker calling.
The Lubbock Area Callers Assn. was organized recently with Joe Greer as President.
Serving with him are Buddy Jones and Eldred
Parker.
New Hampshire

The 4th Annual Common Pin Dance was
held on July 30 on the green of the Newport
Common. This is the yearly benefit to help a
worthy local cause. Callers this year were
Freddie Lust and Duaine Steinhoff and proceeds went to the Boy and Girl Scouts. A "fun
badge," designed as a common pin, went to
each dancer taking part. Host club was Manorettes.
—Gordon Young
The Square Dance Weekend put on by the
Chet Smiths is planned for Sept. 9-11 at Indian
Cave Lodge, Lake Sunapee. Sixty couples may
be accommodated. For information write to
Smith at Bay Path Barn, Central St., Boylston
Center, Mass.
New York

The Mohawk Valley Square Dance Assn.
sponsored their 4th Annual Spring Festival in
Utica on April 23. Over 375 couples danced
to the calling of George Jabbusch, Art Harris,
Frank Mayerske and Don Zents. Round dancing was led by the La Verne Reillys. The association has voted to change its name to Central
New York SiD Assn., since it has grown beyond the Mohawk Valley area. —Herb Simpkins
New Jersey

Callers at the Hayloft in Asbury Park in
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July were Al Aderente, Larry Dee, Glenn
Cooke, Roy Keleigh and Jack Livingston.
—Meg Barr
Michigan

July 9 was the date of the Annual Seaway
Festival Square Dance at Muskegon. Featured
caller was Joel Pepper from California.
—Donala Brown

The Wyoming Rodeo Annual Square Dance
on August 6 will feature Dub Perry as caller.
It will take place at the Grand Valley National
Guard Armory in Wyoming (near Grand
Rapids). For information write Don Stolcenberg, 1451 Blanchard, S.W., Wyoming.
—"Toots" Wright

Cadillac hosted the Wally Byam Caravan
Club international rally in June. Square dancing, a major port of the rally, opened with a
Welcome Square Dance on June 18 with
Wayne Anderson of the High Steppers Club as
caller.
Nebraska

Summer dancing continues in Omaha.
Various events include: Aug. 13, Wings &
Swings at Offutt AFB; Aug. 14, Omaha Council at Sokol Hall; Aug. 20, Fairs & Squares at
Commercial Hall; Aug. 27, Wings & Swings
again. On September 11 the Omaha Council
will meet at Sokol Hall and on Sept. 25 Merry
Mixers will dance at Cooper Farm.
The 6th Mid-Central States Square Dance
Convention and Nite Owl Dance will be held
in the Civic Auditorium, Omaha, on Octo—Glenn Lapham
ber 22.
Indiana

The 16th Annual Michiana Callers Club
Festival was held on April 30 in South Bend.
With the departure of MI Sgt. (and caller)
Paul Greer for overseas, Leonard Wells takes
over the presidency of the Callers Club.
Missouri

Jim Copeland from the Washington, D.C.,
area called for the Wranglers Square Dance
Club of Warrensburg on June 30. Copeland
25
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in the winter; in scenic Rodeo Park in the
summertime.
—Bill Weiler
Washington

has just retired from the Air Force and this
was the first of his "civilian" calling engage-, earldine Privette
ments.
Wisconsin

Square Dancing was a part of Menonomie's
Red Cedar Days Festival with dancing on
June 24-26, on the Main Street and in Central
School Gym. Callers were Ron Husby, Johnny
Toth and Bob Holup.
Spring brought a flood of square dancers to
La Crosse this year instead of high waters.
Attendance at the Spring Fling on April 22-24
was up 70%. Dancers came from 10 states to
square to Jerry Helt and Earl Johnston and
—Jean Sauer
round to the Paul Tinsleys.
The 8th Wisconsin Square Dance Convention is planned for Aug. 19-21 in Whitewater
at Wisconsin State University. Panels are an
important part of the planning. Subjects to be
covered include: Caller Dancer Relations;
Teaching Techniques; Calling Techniques; Promotion of Square and Round Dancing; Teens
& Sub Teens Teaching; Round Dance; Club
Organization; Sound and the Caller. For further information contact Bud Stamm, Route 2,
Box 185, Whitewater 53190. Telephone: (414)
495-2528.
Iowa

The Fort Madison Star Promenaders had
the pleasure of dancing to their former club
caller, Ken Anderson, on April 29 with 70
couples attending. The club was organized in
the middle 1950's and welcomes all fellow
square dancers to their Friday night dances.
They dance at the K of C Hall, Fort Madison,

Appleatchee Square Dancers dance every
Saturday night at the Clubhouse in Wenatchee.
Guests are always welcome.
—Loren Parker
Utah

Heart of Utah Squares is a small but merry
club. Calling for it are Merrit Bradley, Lester
Hill and Bruce Brown. The 12th Annual Jamboree was held on July 30 in Manti, on the
tennis courts. Two squares have just been
graduated into the club. —Merle Dean Brown
There is free dancing every Wednesday at
the Liberty Park Grandstand in Salt Lake City
all summer long. Also, on alternate Monday
nights beginning June 30 (you figure it out),
the Salt Lake Promenaders invite everyone to
join them and their caller, Randy Stephens, at
the Cottonwood Mall in Salt Lake City. For
more information, call La Grande Asay, 2554352, when in the area.
Idaho

IdaFed Tattler is the new title of the publication of the Idaho Federation of Square and
Round Dance Clubs, Inc. Caller Ross Crispino
came up with this new name for the expanded
journal which includes editorial material, club
news and information on coming events. Otto
Grunthal of Lewiston is editor.
Colorado

Learn to Square Dance Week in Colorado
has been set for September 11-17 and plans
are in progress for "kick-off" dances in each
area, publicity releases thruout the state.
—Jack Halfacre
California

Associated Square Dancers of Superior California have elected Jerry (and Viola) Doud as
Heat got you down?

Take a look at this
cool, cool couple.
They were part of the
float designed by
Ripples and Waves
of Houghton Lake,
Mich., for the Tip-Up
Town Parade last
January. That's snow
on the ground.

:

RouxD
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presidents for the coming year. Serving alongside will be Kirby Humble, Claude Heren, Teri
Moore, Jim Satterfield and George Swanson.
Ray Johnston is outgoing president.
D.C.P. (standing for Dancers, Callers, Publications) is a California organization which
meets once monthly to discuss mutual problems. This liaison group is hosted by various
associations which are members. In April South
Coast Affiliated Callers hosted and in May the
Callers Assn. of Southern California.
Square dancing's sweetheart, Harriette
Blohm, was paid tribute at a dance at Sportsman's Park, Los Angeles, on June 12. M.C. was
"Wild Bill" Foross and dancer Larry Neal
sparkplugged the affair. Harriette, who is presently confined to a rest home in Burbank, has
twice yearly been the "hostess with the
mostes'" in the Los Angeles area until ill health
forced her to cancel her dancing activities.
Each Christmas season she gave big dances at
which hundreds of friends were her guests; at
Easter time she kept open house at her Hollywood home. Harriette is a much-beloved square
dance personality.
Sets in Step celebrated their 9th Anniversary with a South of the Border Dance called
by Tom Dunegan and Vera Baerg in Eagle
Rock on May 14. Special events at this gala
included the drawing of the Grand Prize — a
round trip for two to Mexico City ! Second
prize was a round trip for two to San Francisco! Both on Western Airlines.
The 13th California State Convention was
held at the Orange Show Grounds in San Bernardino on May 6-8. Some 7000-plus dancers
attended. A special space was provided for
square dancing teens who also had their own
party in the form of a breakfast. Mayor Al Ballard led the Grand March on Saturday night;
the dance that night was followed by a barbecue with 1000 people attending. The parking
lot of the show grounds held over 300 trailers
occupied by square dancers for the weekend.
Bill Barton was Chairman of the affair.
Dick and Peg Violett of Sepulveda, California,
were the owners of the 1000th and 1001st
badges to folks who have made the Aerial
Tramway trip out of Palm Springs and danced
on the mountain top. Presenting the badges
are Norm Harrison, left, to Peg; Mrs. Harrison
—Photo by Palm Springs Life
to Dick.

Mississippi

The 4th Annual Mississippi Gulf Coast
Square Dance Festival is slated for Aug. 5-6
at the Edgewater Gulf Hotel, Biloxi.
Star Twirlers dance at the Edgewater Gulf
Hotel, Biloxi, every Friday night—summer and
winter. Call 863-2754 for information.
—Margaret Sidney
West Virginia

Thanksgiving weekend will see the opening
of the 2nd Big H Square and Round Dance
Festival. The dates are November 25-27 and
the festival will be held at the State FFA and
FHA Camp at Cedar Lakes near Ripley. Write
Slim Hall, OH Sand St., Ravenswood, for more
information.
—Red Handley
Tennessee

Callers for the T.E.R.C. Square Dance Club
in Kingsport during the months of September
and October will be: Sept. 10, Bob Yerington;
Sept. 24, Red Warrick; Oct. 8, Don Franklin;
Oct. 22, Harold Bausch.
The Gatlinburg Square-Up took place at
Gatlinburg on June 4 with Allen Tipton, Jim
Dobbs, Hal Ham and Dan Williamson calling;
Dick and Pat Whaley in charge of the rounds.
Kentucky

Regular Mountain and Western Style square
dancing is featured at beautiful Natural Bridge
State Park, near Slade, on Friday and Saturday
nights thru September. A Mountain Style
Square Dance Festival will be held at the park
on September 2-3. Richard Jett is the park's
square dance director.
Maryland

Belles 'n' Beaux dance every 1st and 3rd
Friday in the air-conditioned Cotillion Room
of the Cumberland Elks Lodge in Cumberland. Call 722-5057 for the latest word.
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August 1966
one time for an exhibition took
the Danish figure "Little Man in a Fix" and
from it developed the dance known as the Harlem Rosette. This month George Elliott uses the
figure, which from a two-faced line of four
has the end ladies moving forward under the
arch made by the men's joined left hands and
turning to join free hands in a four leaf clover
or rosette figure.
TIAPPY SHAW,

r

Go round and round with the pretty little thing
Take your gal to the right of the ring
and circle four
Head gents break and make two lines
Forward eight and back in time
Head couples California Twirl
Gents hook left go four in line
One full turn
Spread the line you're not thru yet
Girls duck under and face the set
And you all take a ride on the pretty rosette
Drop back now and circle four
Two ladies chain where you were before
Same four circle up four
Two ladies chain where you were before
Same four circle up four
Head gents break to an eight hand ring
And circle left with the dear little thing
Now a left allemande
Partners all a right and left grand
One and Three go forward and back
Same ladies chain
Turn the girl and roll away
Then star thru across the way
Circle four with the outside two
Head gents break and make two lines
Forward eight and back in time
Four men go forward and back
With the opposite man do sa do
Once around
Four girls center and star by the right
Same gents center hook a right elbow
and don't let go
Pick up your own an arm around
And star promenade go round the town
Spread the star you're not thru yet
Girls duck under and face the set
You all take a ride on the pretty rosette
Now drop back and circle four
Two ladies chain
Turn the girl and circle four
Two and four you drop the gate
Join up hands and circle up eight
Now a left allemande
Partner right a right and left grand
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Forward eight and back to town
Four ladies chain one quarter round
Turn the girl to the inside track
Then one and three go forward and back
Same four make a right hand star
A right hand star in the middle of the hall
Come back by the left to your corners all
Pick up your corner an arm around
And star promenade go round the town
Spread the star you're not thru yet
The outside four duck under and face the set
You all take a ride on the big rosette
Now drop right back just like you are
Circle up eight but not too far
Now swing the gal that's nearest you
Then allemande left like you always do
Partners all a right and left grand
One and three go forward and back
Same ladies chain
Turn the girl like you always do
One and three star thru then pass thru
And circle four with the outside two
Allemande left and a right to your girl
A wagon wheel and you make it whirl
Make a wagon wheel with the pretty little girl
Spread the wheel you're not thru yet
Girls duck under and face the set
And take a little ride on the pretty rosette
Gents drop both hands and two ladies chain
Now turn the girl circle four
Head gents break and make that line
Forward eight and back in time
Now a right and left thru across from you
And two ladies chain across
And chain right back
Same ladies lead a dixie chain
Girls left and boys right
Find old corner and left allemande
Partner right a right and left grand
One and three go forward and back
Stand back to back with your partner do
Separate go round two
Now pass your own and go round two more
Then pass your own at home
Keep going and circle four with the two you meet
Allemande left and a right to your girl
A wagon wheel and you make it whirl
Make a wagon wheel with the pretty little girl
Spread the wheel you're not thru yet
Girls duck under and face the set
You all take a ride on the pretty rosette
Gents drop both hands and two ladies chain
Now circle four
Side gents back to an eight hand ring
And circle left with the dear little thing
Now whirl away go right and left grand

(One more Elliott, next page, please)
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(one more Elliott)
Allemande left and a right to your girl
A wagon wheel and you make it whirl
Make a wagon wheel with the pretty little girl
Spread the wheel you're not thru yet
Girls duck under and face the set
You all take a ride on the pretty rosette
Don't let go
Raise your arms — turn inside out
Circle left the pretty side out
Break with the left pull the right girl under
Now swing your original partner
Then all allemande left

SKIPPY LOU

By Gene Pearson, Groves, Texas
Four ladies chain, turn 'em on around
Head two go right and left thru
Then lead to the right and circle up four
Head gents break make a line of four
Pass thru, wheel and deal, double pass thru,
First couple go right, Next one left
Square thru the first ole two, four hands,
Give a right to the next wrong way thar,
Gents back in a left hand star, Shoot the star
Skip one girl, allemande left.
GIVE IT A TRY

TURN THROUGH SMOOTHIES

By Zelma McDaniel, San Angelo, Texas
Heads wheel around
Right and left through
Turn through, bend the line
Turn through, bend the line
Cross trail to a left allemande

#2
Heads wheel around
Pass through, wheel and deal, centers left turn
through
Spin the top with the outside two
Pass through, wheel and deal, centers left turn
through
Spin the top with the outside two
Square through, Allemande left.

SINGING CALL*
LET THE REST OF THE WORLD GO BY

By Andy Andrus, Port Arthur, Texas
Record: Blue Star 1784, Flip Instrumental with
Andy Andrus
OPENER, BREAK, ENDING
Join hands make a ring and circle left go round
Allemande left your corner, come back and
do sa do
The gents star left, it's once around you go
Turn your partner by the right, allemande that
corner girl,
Then you'll weave around that ring, it's in and
out you go,
When you meet that lady, promenade,
With someone like you, a pal good and true,
I'll let the rest of the world go by.

FIGURE
The head two ladies chain, and turn that girl
of mine
One and three lead to the right and circle to a line
Without a stop pass thru and then you wheel and
deal
A double pass thru, do a clover leaf you do
Center four square thru, three quarters round
you do
Swing that corner lady, promenade
In our sweet little nest, somewhere in the west
We'll let the rest of the world go by.

By F/L (Arch) Erickson, Greenwood, N.S., Canada
Allemande left to an allemande thar
Go right and left and form a star
Get along guys in a back up star
Shoot that star with a full turn round
New corner right make a wrong way thar
Move along but not too far
Swing thru, swing right girls swing half and
balance
Shoot the star and swat the flea
Hold right on for a left allemande.
SINGING CALL *_.1
RAGGIN' A CALL

By Bob Van Antwerp, Long Beach, California
Record: Windsor 4856, Flip Instrumental with
Bob Van Antwerp
OPENER, BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies promenade inside of the ring
Let's box the gnat and give your man a swing
All join hands and circle left you know
An allemande left and weave around you go
(Weave) in and out around the ring until you meet
your maid
(You) Docey once around then you all promenade
You gotta take her dancing in a square dance hall
Don't you know she loves a ragtime call

FIGURE
Heads (sides) square thru, but not too far
And with the sides (heads) a right hand star
Heads (sides) star left the center once around
you go
Your corner Do-sa-do and it's once around you
know
Swing thru and then, men swing left again
(or men trade)
Swing that corner lady and you promenade
the ring
You gotta dance your lady to a square dance call
Or you might as well not dance'er at all.

SEQUENCE: Figure twice for heads — Break —
Figure twice for sides — Ending
SPECIAL WORKSHOP EDITORS
Joe Fodler

Round Dance Editor

Bob Page

Square Dance Editor

(PROMENADE PATTER FOR FIGURE)

Don Armstrong .

Contra Dance Editor

We'll find perfect peace, where joys never cease
And let the rest of the world go by.

Ken Collins .
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THE BLYTHE-ER
By Fred Bailey, No. Las Vegas, Nevada
Head two ladies chain to the right
Turn 'em around, hug 'em up tight
Walk all around new corner maid
Come back one and promenade
Promenade but don't slow down
Two and four wheel around
Right and left thru go two by two
Two ladies chain when you get thru
Cross trail thru
U turn back
Star thru across the track
Eight chain thru, go across the land
Meet that couple and star thru
Forward eight and back with you
Fold the centers
Square thru
Three quarter around and watch it, man
Count to three
Left allemande
STINKERt-'2
By Tom Miller, San Luis Obispo, California
Head two couples right and left thru
Star thru, pass thru
Centers in make a line
Ends Trade, wheel and deal
Girls square thru three quarter around
With the men star thru
All eight circulate, wheel and deal
Left allemande.
IT'S FUN
By Ed Fraidenburg, Flint, Michigan
Four ladies chain across
Couples one and two half sashay
The heads square thru
Four hands you do
Now square thru the outside two
Go out and back
Bend the line and circle up eight
One lady with a man on her left
Do a half sashay
Now two ladies do a half sashay
Three ladies half sashay
Allemande left just one maid
Come back one and promenade
One and two wheel around
Right and left thru the couple you found
Now the same four circle four
Side men break and line up four
Do a right and left thru
Then cross trail
Left allemande, etc.

MACNOMER
By "Mac" McCullar, San Luis Obispo, California
One and three star thru — pass thru — right and
left thru
Star thru — pass thru — cast off three quarters
Go forward eight and back with me
End ladies chain diagonally
All four men go across from you
Swing that girl and when you're thru
Back right out and make a ring
Circle to left — left allemande.
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S000...
By Bob Kirkland, San Bruno, California
Two and four right and left thru
Side ladies chain
One and three right, circle to a line
Star thru, right and left thru
Dixie Spin
Left swing thru
Left allemande

FOLD A BOY—GIRL
By Dick Kenyon, Lansing, Michigan
Heads right, circle up four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight, back with you
Square thru three quarter
California twirl
Right and left thru
Star thru
Right and left thru
Star thru, pass thru
California twirl
Forward eight, back, then pass thru
Fold a boy, star thru
Fold a girl, star thru
Bend the line
Cross trail thru
Left allemande
SINGING CALL*

BY THE SEA
By Herb Keys, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania
Record: Top 25124, Flip Instrumental with
Herb Keys
OPENER, BREAK, ENDING
Allemande left your corner, we'll do the grand
sashay
Do sa do, go full around, right hand pull her by
See saw round the next one, give a left and
pull by
Do sa do with the next girl, give a right and
pull by
See saw round the next one give a left hand
pull by
Do sa do the next one and to your corner fly
Allemande left this corner maid, come back one
and promenade
Down by the beautiful sea.
FIGURE
One and three square thru
Two and four (do a frontier whirl)
Centers in and cast off three quarter round the
world
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Girls go left, the men go right,
Star thru and the center two square thru
three quarter
Swing that corner maid
Allemande left new corner, come back and
promenade
Promenade this brand new honey, take her to
the place that's sunny
Down by, by the beautiful sea
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice heads, Break,

Figure twice sides, Ending.
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IS WONDERFUL
By Ann 'n' Andy Handy, Cleveland, Ohio
Record: Hi-Hat 828
Position: Open-Facing for Intro, Semi-Closed facing LOD for Dance.
Footwork: Opposite, Directions for M except
when noted.
Intro: Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point, —; Together,
—, Touch (to SCP), —;
In OPEN-FACING pos wait 2 meas;Step
apart on L, hold 1 ct, point R twd partner, hold 1 ct; Step together on R, hold
1 ct, touch L while blending to SEMICLOSED pos facing LOD, hold 1 ct;
DANCE
Meas
(SCP) Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step;
1-4
(Hitch) Fwd, Close, Back, —; Back, Close,
Fwd, —;
In SEMI-CLOSED pos do 2 fwd two-steps
LOD: Step fwd L, close R to L, step bwd
on L, hold 1 ct;Step bwd on R, close L
to R, step fwd on R, hold 1 ct;
Fwd, —, Face, —; (CP) Turn Two-Step;
5-8
Turn Two-Step; Twirl, —, 2, —;
Still in SEMI-CLOSED pos do 2 slow steps
LOD (L, R, —) turning to face partner
to blend to CLOSED pos M's back to
COH; Do 2 turning two-steps progressing
LOD and end in SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD: M walks fwd LOD 2 slow stops
R, —) as W does a R face twirl in
(L,
2 steps to end in SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD;
9-12 (SCP) Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step;
(Hitch) Fwd, Close, Back, —; Back, Close,
Fwd, —;
Repeat action of Meas 1 thru 4.
13-16 Fwd, —, Face, —; (CP) Turn Two-Step;
Turn Two-Step; Twirl, —, 2, — (Bfly);
Repeat action of Meas 5 thru 8 except
end in BUTTERFLY pos M's back to COH.
17-20 Swd Two-Step (to Open); Fwd Two-Step
(to Bfly); (Scissors) Side, Close, Cross
(Thru), —; Side, Close, Cross (Thru to
CP), —;
In BUTTERFLY pos do a swd two-step
LOD turning to face LOD in OPEN pos on
last count;Do 1 fwd two-step LOD turning to momentary BUTTERFLY pos on last
count; Step swd LOD on L, close R to L,
cross thru on L twd RLOD (both XIF) to
take LEFT-OPEN position facing RLOD,
hold 1 ct;Retaining M's L and W's R handhold face partner and step swd R (RLOD),
close L to R, cross thru on R twd LOD
(both XIF) to CLOSED pos M's back COH,
hold 1 ct;
21-24 (Box) Side, Close, Fwd, —; (Scissors) Side,
Close, Cross (Thru), —; (Circle) Away TwoStep; (Circle) Together Two-Step (to BflyBjo);
In CLOSED pos step swd L, close R to L,
step fwd L, hold 1 ct; Step swd (RLOD)
on R, close L to R, cross thru on R (both
XIF) twd LOD to take momentary SEMICLOSED pos facing LOD, hold 1 ct;Do a
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solo circle away from partner (M L face,
W R face) in 1 two-step; Continuing the
circle return to partner in another twostep and blend to BANJO BUTTERFLY
position facing diag LOD and wall;
25-28 Bal Fwd, —, Apart, Apart, Close, Together (to Bfly-Scar); Change Sides, —, 2,
(to L-Open) —; Fwd Two-Step (to BflyScar);
In BUTTERFLY-BANJO pos step fwd L
(both step fwd), hold 1 ct, step slightly
apart on R (both step bwd), hold 1 ct
(keep both hands joined); Take another
short step apart on L (to near arm's
length), close R to L, step twd partner on
L while turning to BUTTERFLY-SIDECAR
pos facing diag RLOD and wall, hold
1 ct; Change sides under M's L and W's
R hands in 2 slow steps (R, L, —) turning to face LOD in LEFT-OPEN pos; In
LEFT-OPEN pos starting M's R do 1 fwd
two-step LOD blending to BUTTERFLYSIDECAR pos facing diag LOD and COH;
29-32 Bal Fwd, —, Apart, —; Apart, Close, Together (to Bfly-Bjo), —; Change Sides, —,
2 (to Open) —; Fwd Two-Step;
In BUTTERFLY-SIDECAR pos step fwd L
(both step fwd), hold 1 ct, step slightly
apart on R with both hands joined, hold
1 ct;Again step apart on L, close R to L,
step twd partner on L while turning to
BUTTEIZFLY-BANjO pos facing RLOD and
COH (more twd COH), hold 1 ct; Change
sides under M's R and W's L hands in 2
slow steps (R, L, —) turning to face
LOD in OPEN pos; In OPEN pos starting
M's R do 1 fwd two-step LOD blending
to SEMI-CLOSED pos;
DANCE GOES THRU THREE TIMES
Ending: Roll LOD, 2, 3, (to Open) Point Fwd;
In 3 steps roll LOD (M L face, W R face)
1 full turn to again face LOD in OPEN
pos then point R toe twd LOD (W point
L) as music ends . . . SMILE!
A LITTLE DIFFERENT
JERE
By Ed and Claire Greer, Palm Springs, California
Record: Sets in Order 3156
Position: Intro — Open Facing, M's Bk to COH,
Dance — Semi-Closed
Footwork. Opposite, directions for M except as
noted
INTRODUCTION
Meas
Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point, —; Together,
1 -4
—, Touch, — (to SCP);
In OPEN-FACING pos (M's back to COH)
wait 2 meas: M steps back on L, —, point
R twd ptr, —; Step fwd — together on R
into SEMI-CLOSED pos, —, touch L to R, —;
PART A
Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Cut, 2,
1-4
Fwd, —; Cut, 2, Fwd, —;
In SCP facing LOD starting with M's L do
two fwd two-steps; Do quick 2 ct rockingcut step L fwd in front of R, recover back
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on R, step fwd L, —; Repeat action of
meas 3 except with R fwd in front of 1,
recover back on L, step fwd R, —; (some
progression on meas 3 and 4).

5-8

fwd/turning step of each meas).

29-32 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; (SCIS)
Side, Close, Thru, —; Side, Close, Thru, —
(to SCP);

Rock Fwd, • Rec, —; Wheel 1/2 (CCW),
2, 3, —; Rock Fwd, • Rec, —; Wheel 1/2
(CW), 2, 3, — (to SCP);
In SCP do slow fwd rock on L, —, recover back on R, —; Maintaining SCP do
quick L face wheel 1/2 turn, M steps bwd
on L to start his L face turn in place,
then takes quick R, L in place to finish
turn, (while W runs fwd twd COH and
around in 3 steps R,L,R) to end in SCP
facing RLOD; Do slow fwd rock on R twd
RLOD, —, recover back on L, —; In SCP
do quick R face wheel (CW) reversing
direction of meas 6 M steps bwd on R to
start his R face spot turn, then L,R in
place (W runs bwd L,R,L) ending SCP
facing LOD.

In SEMI-CLOSED pos do two fwd twosteps (face ptr on last ct of second twostep): Releasing M's R and W's L hand
hold do a SCISSORS THRU — step swd
twd LOD on 1, close R, step thru (or
across) in front on L, (W XIF also) into
L OPEN pos diag twd ptr and RLOD; Do
another SCISSORS THRU swd twd RLOD
on R, close L, step thru on R (W XIF also)
into SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD.
DANCE GOES THRU TWICE — Second time
finish meas 32 in BUTTERFLY pos M's back
to COH.
Ending: Side, Close, Side, Close; Apart, —, Point,
In BUTTERFLY pos step quickly swd twd
LOD on L, close R, swd L, close R; Slowly
step apart M twd COH on L, —, point R
twd ptr, — changing hand hold to M's
R and W's L.

9-12 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Cut, 2,
Fwd, —; Cut, 2, Fwd, —;
Repeat action of meas 1-4

13-16 Rock Fwd, • Rec, —; Wheel 1/2 (CCW),
2, 3, —; Rock Fwd, • Rec, —; Wheel 1/2
(CW), 2, 3, — (to Bfly);
Repeat action of meas 5-8 except final
wheel ends in BUTTERFLY pas M's bk to
COH.
PART B

17-20 Side, Close, Side, Touch; Side, Close, Side,
Touch; (Hitch) Apart, Close, Fwd, —;
Wheel 1/2 (CW), 2, 3, —;
In BUTTERFLY pos do swd two-step side L
twd LOD, close R, side L, touch R; Repeat
twd RLOD starting with R ft; Keeping both
hands joined do quick "APART HITCH" M
steps back twd COH on 1, close R to L,
fwd with short L step, — (W back twd
wall on R, close L to R, fwd with R, —);
Quick 3 step 1/2 R face wheel in BUTTERFLY pos but with arms fully extended
pulling away from ptr M runs fwd R,L,R,
twd wall and around ptr ending in BUTTERFLY pos M's back to wall.

21-24 Side, Close, Side, Touch; Side, Close, Side,
Touch; (Hitch) Apart, Close, Fwd, —;
Wheel 1/2 (CW), 2, 3, —;

•

NOT DIFFICULT I
MONTEREY

By Pete and Ann Peterman, Fort Worth, Texas
Record: Windsor 471 6
Position: Intro — Closed Pos M's back to COH,
Dance — Closed Pos M facing RLOD.
Footwork: Opposite throughout, Directions for M
unless indicated.
INTRODUCTIGN
Meas

1-4

In CLOSED pos M's back to COH wait 2
meas: Step fwd twd wall on L, step swd
RLOD on R assuming SEMI-CLOSED pos,
hook L close in back of R rising momentarily on toes of feet transfer weight to
M's L and W's R; maneuv to CLOSED pos
M facing RLOD by stepping through and
around on R, swd on L, close R to L;
DANCE

1-4

Repeat action of meas 1720 in BUTTERFLY pos starting the swd two-step twd
RLOD with M's back to wall, ending in
BUTTERFLY pos M's back to COH.
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(R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn (to CP);
(1/2 Box) Fwd, Side, Close (to SCP);
Manuv, 2, 3 (to CP);
In CLOSED pos starting bwd in LOD on
M's L do 2 RF turning waltzes prog LOD
to end in CLOSED pos M's back to COH:
Step fwd twd wall on L, swd twd RLOD
on R, close L to R assuming SEMI-CLOSED
pos facing LOD; maneuver to CLOSED
pos M facing PLOD by stepping through
and around on R, swd on L, close R to L;

25-28 Rock Fwd, Bk, Fwd/Turn, —; (Bk to Bk)
Fwd, Bk, Fwd/Face, —; Fwd, Bk, Fwd/
Turn, —; Fwd, Bk, Fwd/Face, — (to SCP);
Starting from BUTTERFLY pos M's back to
COH quick rock fwd on L twd LOD, as
you recover back on R, release lead
hands into OPEN pos, step fwd on L turning partially back-to-back same hands
joined, —; In BACK to BACK pos rock fwd
LOD on R, recover back on L, step fwd
LOD on R turning R face to face partner, —; Repeat action of meas 25-26 ending in SEMI-CLOSED pos facing LOD:
(Meas 25-28 has some progression on

Wait; Wait; (Whisk) Fwd, Side (to SCP),
Hook; Manuv, 2, 3 (to CP);

5-8 (R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn (to CP);
(1/2 Box) Fwd, Side, Close (to SCP); Thru,
Side (to Face), CLOSE (to CP);
Repeat action of meas 1-3: step thru in
LOD on R, step swd LOD on L to face
ptr in CLOSED pos M's back to COH,
close R to L;

9-12

(Vine) Side, Behind, Side; Thru (to SCP),
Flare, —; Back, Side, Thru (to Rev. SCP);
Side (to Face), Draw, Tch;
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Step swd twd LOD on L, step RXIB of L
(W XIB), step swd twd LOD on L; step R
thru twd LOD to SEMI-CLOSED pos, flare
L fwd in LOD then out and around twd
RLOD for 2 cts; step L bwd twd RLOD,
step R swd twd RLOD turning in to face
ptr, step L thru twd RLOD to a momentary REVERSED SEMI-CLOSED pos;step R
swd twd RLOD turning to face ptr in
CLOSED pos M's back to COH, draw L to
R, hold drawing ft in tch pos for 1 ct;
—; Pivot, 2, 3; Twirl, 2, 3 (to
13-16 Dip In,
SCP); Pickup, 2, 3 (to mod. CP);
In CLOSED pos dip bwd twd COH on L,
hold for 2 cts;starting M's R one 3/4 RE
couple pivot in 3 steps to end M facing
LOD; starting M's L one waltz fwd in LOD
as W twirls RF in 3 steps under joined
M's L and W's R hands to end in SEMICLOSED pos facing LOD; Starting M's R
one waltz fwd in LOD in 3 short steps as
he leads the W to a modified CLOSED
pos preparatory to blend to SIDECAR pos
for action of next meas (W steps fwd and
around on L, swd on R, close L to R);
17-20 Twinkle Out, 2, 3 (to Bic)); Twinkle In, 2,
3 (to Scar); Rock Fwd, Recover, Side (to
Bjo); Around, 2, 3 (to mod CP);
One 3 ct twinkle moving diag twd wall
and prog LOD starting M's L XIF (W XIB),
step swd on R, close L to R turning to
BANJO pos; one 3 ct twinkle moving
diag twd COH and prog LOD starting
M's RXIF (W XIB), step side on L, close R
to L turning to SIDECAR pos; starting M's
L rock fwd diag twd wall and LOD, recover in place on R, short step side on L
to SNUG BANJO pos M facing diag wall
and LOD (W rock bwd diag to wall and
LOD on R, side on L, fwd on R to SNUG
BANJO pos facing diag to COH and
RLOD);in 3 steps (RLR) move CW around
ptr to end in a modified CLOSED pos
preparatory to blend to SIDECAR pos for
action of next meas;
21-24 Twinkle Out, 2, 3 (to Bjo); Twinkle In, 2,
3 (to Scar); Rock Fwd, Recover, Side (to
Bjo); Around, 2, 3 (to CP);
Repeat action of meas 17-20 except to
end in CLOSED pos M's back to COH.
25-28 Step (to OP), Swing/Turn, —; Side (Bk to
Bk), Tch, —; (Circle Around) Waltz, 2, 3
(to L-OP); (Circle Tog) Waltz, 2, 3 (to CP);
Step fwd LOD on L to OPEN pos, swing
R fwd while rising slightly on the ball of
L, hold 1 ct;step swd twd LOD on R
turning 1/4 LF (W 1/4 RE) to a BACK TO
BACK pos M facing COH (W facing wall),
touch L to R, hold 1 ct; change joined
hands to M's L and W's R and starting
M's L one waltz circling fwd and around
to face RLOD in L OPEN Pos;starting
M's R one waltz continuing turn circle tog
to ptr to end in CLOSED pos M's back to
COH;
29-32 Step (to SCP), Swing/Turn, —; Thru, Side
(to Face), CLOSE (to CP); (Whisk) Fwd,
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Side (to SCP); Hook; Manuv, 2, 3 (to CP);
In CLOSED pos step fwd in LOD on L to
SEMI-CLOSED pos, swing R fwd while rising slightly on ball of L, hold 1 ct; step
thru twd LOD on R, step swd LOD on L
to face ptr in CLOSED pos M's back to
COH, close R to L; Repeat action of Intro
meas 3-4.
PERFORM ENTIRE ROUTINE FOR TOTAL
OF 2 TIMES.
Ending:
(R) Waltz Turn; Twirl, 2, 3; Acknowledge.
1-2
Repeat action dance meas 1;M walks fwd
LOD (RLR) as W twirls RF in 3 steps under
joined M's L and W's R hands; change
hands step apart from ptr on L, point R
to ack.
ZERO #2
By Mark Bates, El Cerrito, California
Heads lead right circle to a line
Center four square thru four hands
Ends star twirl, centers in
Cast off three quarters . . . zero to a line of four
DIXIELATE #1
By Bob Baxter, Long Beach, California
One and three out to the right, circle four
Head gents break, line up four
Ladies lead Dixie style to an Ocean wave
Girls circulate, men turn back
Bend the line, ladies lead Dixie Style
Ocean wave, girls circulate,
Men turn back, bend the line
Right and left thru, crosstrail
Allemande left
DIXIELATE
By Bob Baxter, Long Beach, California
Two and four right and left thru
Same ladies lead with a Dixie Style
Ocean Wave, step ahead, circle four
Side gents break, line up four
Bend the line, two ladies chain
Same ladies lead Dixie Style to an
Ocean Wave, girls circulate
Allemande left.
CONTRA CORNER
CAMPTOWN HORNPIPE
Suggested music: ED MH-173
1, 3, 5, etc. active but do NOT cross over
Down the outside down you go
(4 meas)
Turn around and come right back
(4 meas)
Down the center with your own
(4 meas)
Wheel around and the OTHER way home
(4 meas)
Cast off, and the ladies chain
(4 meas)
Chain the ladies back again
(4 meas)
Now balance and swing your own
(8 meas)
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EXPERIMENTAL DRILLS
Here are some examples of Ripple the Wave by
the originator, Royce Waugh of Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio. The description is on page 60.
Head two ladies chain across
Turn them around don't get lost
Heads to the right and circle four
Head men break to a line of four
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Center two pass thru
Do sa do the outside two
Make an ocean wave
Side men ripple the wave
Head ladies ripple the wave
Swing thru and the girls trade
Right and left thru
dive thru
Square thru three quarters ...
Left allemande.
Head two couples bow and swing
Promenade just half the ring
Down the middle a right and left thru
Do sa do in the middle you two
Make an ocean wave, don't misbehave
Number one man ripple the wave
Number three lady ripple the wave
Swing thru ... and the girls trade
Star thru ... pass thru
Do sa do the outside two
Make an ocean wave ... rock it son
Side men ripple the wave
Head ladies ripple the wave
Swing thru and the girls trade
Swing thru now the boys run
Wheel and deal ... face those two
Dive thru ... star thru
Crosstrail
Left allemande
Heads to the right and circle four
Break right out in a line of four
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Center two pass thru
Do sa do the outside two
Make an ocean wave
Head men ripple the wave
Side ladies ripple the wave
Men trade and star thru
Bend the line ... Cross trail ...
Left allemande.
One and three slide thru and a quarter more
Star thru ... do sa do the outside two
Make an ocean wave don't rant and rave
Head men ripple the wave
Side ladies ripple the wave
Spin the top and the girls trade
Do a right and left thru ... turn 'em too
Spin the top and when you do
Head ladies ripple the wave
Head men ripple the wave
Now spin the top and the men trade
Spin the top once more you do
Right and left thru and turn 'em too
Dive thru square thru three quarters round
There's the corner left allemande.
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One and three square thru, do sa do the
outside two
Head men ripple the wave, don't hesitate
All eight circulate, balance forward, back with you
Watch it close — just slide thru
If you can ... star thru
The others turn back and star thru
Substitute and Pass thru, there's the corner ...
left allemande
Four ladies chain and grand chain four
Heads to the right and circle four
Head men break and make a line
Star thru, do sa do make an ocean wave
Head men ripple the wave, eight circulate
And swing thru, men trade
You're facing out, so wheel and deal
Face your partner, star thru
Substitute and double pass thru
First go left, next go right
Right and left thru say she's all right
Crosstrail thru and stick out a hand
There's the corner ... left allemande.

Head two ladies chain you do
Head two couples swing star thru
Circle half dive thru, pass thru
Do sa do the outside two make an ocean wave
Head men ripple the wave, side ladies ripple
the wave
Spin the top and the girls trade
Right and left thru, do sa do same old two
Make an ocean wave, don't goof it pop
Spin the top head ladies ripple the wave
Head men ripple the wave
Spin the top and men trade
Now spin the top go right and left thru
Dive thru ... square thru three quarters
To the corner girl left allemande.
Head two couples do sa do, make an ocean wave
Rock it up and back
Number one man ripple the wave
Number three lady ripple the wave
Swing thru and the girls trade
Right and left thru — zero
One and three right and left thru
Two ladies chain across you do
Slide thru ... swap around
Crosstrail thru and you turn back
Dive thru
square thru
Five hands in the middle you do
Do sa do make an ocean wave
Double eight circulate
Swing thru and the girls trade
Swing thru and the boys trade
Head men ripple the wave
Side ladies ripple the wave
Swing thru and the girls trade
Right and left thru
Dive thru ... substitute
Square thru three quarters
To the corner . . . left allemande.
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COUNT DOWN

(More on Ripple the Wave)
Heads to the right and circle four, head men
break and line up four
Girls,make a "U" turn back an ocean wave,
you're doin' great
Just the ends circulate, head men ripple the wave
Swing right, swing left, swing right you do
Right and left thru, turn her too
Square thru, here's the deal
You're facing out, so wheel and deal
Double pass thru, don't take all nite
First go left, next one right
Dixie chain with those in sight
Girls turn back ... left allemande.

By Don DuBois, Portland, Oregon
One and three square thru
Five hands around the count is five
Separate go round one
Into the middle and square thru
Four hands around the count is four
Separate go round one
Into the middle and square thru
The count is three
Do sa do the outside two
Half square thru the count is two
One to the next and square thru
One hand — left allemande
Then blast off in a right and left grand
AN OUTING

By "Sparky" Sparks, Clearlake Highlands, Calif.
And here are three more by Dan Schmelzer, of
Torrance, California.
RIPPLE THE LINE INTERMEDIATE
Heads half square thru
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Head men ripple the line
Side girls ripple the line
Swing thru, Right and left thru
Star thru — pass thru
Wheel and deal — Substitute
Square thru three quarter —
Allemande left.
RIPPLE THE LINE & PEEL OFF
Heads square thru four hands
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Head men ripple the line
Side girls ripple the line
Head ladies ripple the line
Side men ripple the line
Right and left thru
Star thru — pass thru
Wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Peel off to a line of four
Star thru
Peel off to line of four
Pass thru — Wheel and Deal
Men pass thru, guess who,
Allemande.
RIPPLE THE LINE FROM PROMENADE
Promenade — don't slow down
Heads wheel around — star thru
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Head men ripple the line
Head women ripple the line
Side women ripple the line
Side men ripple the line
Right and left thru
Pass thru
Left allemande
BREAK

Heads right circle up four
Head gents break to line of four
Up to middle, back you reel,
Pass thru, then wheel and deal
Double pass thru, first go left
Next right, right and left thru
The first old two, turn your Sue
Square thru, count four hands you do
When you're thru, centers TRADE
Centers in, cast off three quarter
Square thru across from you
Count four hands around you do
When you're thru, outside four TRADE
Do a Dixie Daisy, right pull by
Left turn half, right pull by
Centers out, bend the line
Left allemande
SINGING CALL*
DENVER

By Ron Schneider, Olmsted Falls, Ohio
Record: Grenn 12082, Flip Instrumental with
Ron Schneider
OPENER, BREAK, ENDING
Head two gents take your corner up and back now
Square through four hands around that track
Split two around one make a line
Bend the line go up and back
Star thru, square thru three hands
Left allemands the corner, oh do a do-sa-do,
Promenade that lady round you know
*The prettiest girls come from Denver
That's where I'm headin' for now

FIGURE
One and three promenade go just half way
Roll away all join hands, circle eight
All four girls up and back
Pass through turn to the left (single file)
Boys pass through, and swing the girl you found
Left allemande that corner grand old right and left
When you meet do sa do promenade
I've got me a girl out in Denver
That's where I'm settlin` down.

By Ray Vierra, Concord, California
Head ladies chain across
Same two slide thru, pass thru
Circle four, head gent break line up four
Right and left thru, slide thru
Pass thru, allemande left
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*Alternate tag lines:
Young men stay out of Denver
Or else you'll wind up with a wife
I've been to St. Louis and Frisco
But Denver is where my heart stays.
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SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES by ars
BINDERS
Preserve your Sets in Order magazines. Each binder holds 12 issues and includes rods to
hold the magazines in place. It is made of a colorful, red leatherette that makes a smart
appearance on your book shelf. $2.50 postpaid

SQUARE DANCE STATIONERY
Be identified as a square dancer when you write your
friends by using colorful, attractive stationery with a
square dance motif. Correspondence 81/2" x 6"— 18
printed sheets, 8 unprinted sheets, 18 envelopes. Per pack $1.10 postpaid.

SUBSCRIPTION CERTIFICATES
These make an ideal gift or door prize. A four
month subscription to Sets in Order for only $1.00.

PARTY NAPKINS
An essential part of your party motif is the use of napkins with a
square dance design, refreshment
size (9" x 9") 50 in a package —
75c. Luncheon size (12" x 12") 50
in a package — 85c.

FRIENDLY NAME TAGS

.,\.
LET'S0:
1:

ICE!
7

Q.

FROM _

For your guests at your club dances or
for everyone at a festival or special
dance. Choose from the two designs
(A or B) printed on a colorful stock.
Minimum order of the same design,
100 for $2.75 postpaid.

ROUND DANCE POSITION CHARTS
Illustrated drawings of the 12 most common round dance positions particularly appropriate for classes.
100 for 3.00, postpaid.

WEAR A RECOGNITION PIN

HEY! WHERE'S MY CORNER? ,/

(Square Dancers or Round Dancers)
Beautiful little black and silver doublelinked squares or rounds identify you
as a square or round dancer. Safety
clasp included. $1.50 ea.

9,4 HAVE FUN
S QUARE DANCING

DECALS

BUMPER
STRIPS

The identifying ever popular
square dancer decal. Available
in yellow and brown at 10c
each. Sixteen or more postpaid. Include a self-addressed stamped envelope for an order of less than 16.

Your opportunity to help publicize square
dancing to others. Use the very colorful
4" x 12" bright red orange bumper strip.
Long lasting.
35c each, 3 for $1.00, postpaid

SETS IN ORDER, 462 No. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles , Calif. 90048

MO MI

ORDER CHECK LIST
ITEM

QUANTITY

Binders
Bumper Strips
Decals

Featuring 13 of your favorite callers: Al Brundage, Tommy
Cavanagh, Marshall Flippo, Ed Gilmore, Arnie Kronenberger,
Frank Lane, Johnny LeClair, Joe Lewis, Melton Luttrell, Earl
Parke, Dave Taylor, Bob Van Antwerp; Bob Osgood as M.C.

Name Tags

FREE with a NEW subscription to Sets in Order.
Please check one: New Li Renew Li

Party Napkins

If you are a new subscriber in the U.S.A. include $3.70

I Round Dance
Position Charts
Square Dance
I
Stationery

U
U
U
U
I

FREE-12" LONG PLAYING RECORD

Subscription
Certificates

If this is a renewal sub. in the U.S.A. include

(If you live in Canada or another foreign country, please add
50c more for postage necessary.)
Name
Address

Total Amount
(Enclosed) $

■
■

4.20

City and State

other clubs and we try to have as many as
possible in square dance attire. This way no
one knows who is a patient and who is a
Volunteer.
We had drives for clothing but the dancers
have given all they can spare.
I saw your article in the Sets in Order Magazine and I would appreciate it very much if
the dancers would consider our group when
they are disposing of their old but useable duds.
Earl Beck
c/o Canadian Mental Health Assn.
White Cross Centre
9934 —106th St.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Dear Editor:
You'll probably get many more precise explanations of the significance of "Bluenose" as
questioned in 'Round the Outside Ring ( Sets
in Order for March). Here, for what it may be
worth, is mine. For as long as I can remember,
people who emigrated from Nova Scotia to
New England were called Bluenoses. I don't
know whether they were so called at home or
whether this was a purely local nick-name.
And I don't know exactly what it meant, although I always suspected that it derived from

(Letters, continued from page 3)

ized in some instances, but they were having
as much fun as any group of square dancers I
have ever seen.
These children immediately came to my
mind when I read in S.I.O.'s April issue of
dancers wondering what to do with their used
square dance clothing. This may be only one
of many answers you will receive, but I hope
that some of us will take the time to send our
clothing to these children. Think of the time it
must have taken them to learn to square dance!
The clothing may be sent to: Laradon Hall
School for Exceptional Children, E. 51st Ave.
and Lincoln, Denver, Colo.
Betty Nelson
Denver, Colo.
Dear Editor:
Three years ago a Provincial Government
Hospital, namely Albert Hospital, Edmonton,
had a square dance club formed for the mentally ill. This club is run like any other club,
having badges, etc., but dance every week forjust one hour.
The patients are allowed to go twice a year
as a group, with the help of Volunteers, to

DANCE CLUB NAME SLOT BADGES
Made of light weight, clear plastic, with pictures of
dancers or club symbols in colors.
This badge can be supplied to a member immediately
simply by typing, printing or writing his name on the

JEANETTE
ANDERSO

blank slot insert card and slipping it into the patented

on

NEW larger

slot
for Wearer's name.

slot.

All fitted with jeweler's safety
clasp pins.

ENGRAVED BADGES FOR PERSONAL OR CLUB USE
Engraved badges have white letters on black
or colored plastic.

RICHARD
MILLER

Badges for officers, callers, callers' wives, etc., plus a large selection of
comical "GOOF IES"

LOWELL. MASS.

(All badges illustrated in reduced size.)

Write us for full details and prices.

•WESTERN PLASTIC PRODUCTS.
1 703 MAGNOLIA AVE., LONG BEACH 13, CALIF.
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•

Name and
Town or Club

7 5 c ea.
Name only
7 Oc ea.
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DOROTHY
LAUER
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the fact that so many of the Nova Scotians
were fishermen whose noses were blue from
exposure to the cold salt air. It was not an
especially derogatory term but was more affection ate than derisive . • •
Clarence Metcalf
Sharon, Mass.

history and since it was the schooner we had
in mind when looking for a name for our
square dance club this ship is featured on our
club badges and our banners . . .
Elizabeth Kwantes
Bluenose Twirlers
Yarmouth, N.S., Canada

Dear Editor:
... You want an explanation on the name
"Bluenose," I presume. This is a word which
is heard in many homes in this area every day.
Nova Scotian s are sometimes called Bluenoses.
However, in our case the name comes from a
racing schooner called the "Bluenose." This
schooner won many races against the best of
its kind from Canada and the United States in
its days. Nova Scotians are therefore, very
proud of it. The schooner itself was finally lost
at sea during a storm somewhere in the South
Seas.
In 1956 a new car ferry between Bar Harbor and Yarmouth was built. This was christened "M. V. Bluenose." Just a few years ago
a replica of the schooner was built and is called
"Bluenose II."
So you see the name Bluenose has quite a

Dear Editor:
. . . Our club is using a gimmick that serves
as dual purpose which we are passing on to
you. More than likely you have heard it before
and if so, we are another club that is doing it.
Whenever a dancer or dancers leave a club
it is always a problem just what to give for a
going-away gift and, being primarily a military
club, this comes up all too often for us. One
of our members suggested a year's subscription
to S.I.O., which not only saves us from shopping around for equal value gifts but helps to
promote interest in square dancing and your
magazine . . .
Bob Elliott
Puerto Rico

CANVAS PROTECTIVE COVERS

Dear Editor:
On behalf of all the dancers in Spain we

45 RPM RECORD CASES

For your NEWCOMB EQUIPMENT
custom designed to cope with the
dirt problems you meet in traveling.

Model
745-60
only $3.50

List model amplifier and speakers

$5.95

each cover

50c Postage & Handling

50c Postage & Handling

Holds sixty 45 RPM records

Model 714
Holds 120 - 45 RPM records

just $5.95
75c Postage & Handling

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURES
Californians: Add 4% sales tax

Phone (213)
652-7436

Callers' Supply Company
P. 0. BOX 48547, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90048
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NEW! YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS

Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

$10 one color, $13 two color per 100

SQUARE
DANCE
WITH

CLUB NAME
CITY AND. STAY!

Minimum Order: 100 Stickers — Inside & outside may be combined
for total — All stickers will have BLACK outline.
Available colors: Red, Blue, Green or Black
STICKERS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR ROUND DANCE
CALLER'S NAME MAY BE USED INSTEAD OF CLUB NAME

The MARES Co. Box 371, Champaign, Illinois

would like to thank Bob Osgood, Bob Van
Antwerp and the American Square Dance
Workshop for the wonderful square dance
party on June 6 in Moron, Spain. Square
dancing is popular here in Spain and this
group should be advertised as Ambassadors of
Square Dancing. Thru your fine magazine we
can keep up with our hobby; without it dancers overseas would be lost. Thanks for a great
magazine.
jack and Fran Ritter
Rota, Spain

Order arrived. So thank you again for your
help . . .
Red and Peggy Handley
Millwood, W. Va.
Dear Editor:
I am an Australian now living in Las Vegas.
I thought I would like to let you know I have
never enjoyed myself so much as I have learning to square dance. You certainly meet such a
nice lot of people .
Marie Hawkins
Las Vegas, Nev.

Meg Saito

EverOhing for the Square Dancer

VERY VERY FULL
SHOW OFF THE BEAUTY OF
YOUR BOUFFANT SKIRTS
TRIPLE TIERED PETTICOAT
ALL BOTTOMS BOUND
Nylon Lace over two nylon net underskirts.
White/White Binding
White/Multi-Color Binding
Black/Black Binding
Cornflower Blue/Blue Binding
Hot Pink/ Pink Binding
Orange/Orange Binding
Yellow/Yellow Binding
Turquoise/ Turquoise Binding
Red/Red Binding
Mint/Mint Binding
$5.95
Orchid/Orchid Binding
NEW .. . Rainbow Colored over two
white nylon net underskirts. Vivid
$6.95
multi-colored binding on all skirts
NEW Silver Lurex Lace over two
$9.95
white nylon net underskirts
Gold Lurex Lace over two
$9.95
white nylon net underskirts

Order by Mail
Add 35c for handling
(Please send for our
Free Catalog)

Sizes: Petite-Small, Small, Medium,
Large, X-Large and Tall-Large
(Please give height, waist and hip
measurements)

119 Allen Street, Hampden, Mass.
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fits perfect....feels wonderful!
Hinote Creations are designed
for your dancing comfort. Try
them . . you'll be glad you
did after dancing all night.
To order, draw your right foot
on white paper. Include style,
color and 350 for handling.

The Festivals 100
Available in colors, $5.45
Gold or Silver, $9.45

3261 Flushing Road /

Dear Editor:
... We had a real fine dance in Paris and
we are particularly glad that we had this dance
now that so many changes appear in the making. Our dancers have mostly learned to dance
overseas and generally are comparatively new
dancers — a wonderful group of people. For
some this was the big dance; for most it was
the first with a real live name caller. For all,
it was a dance not to forget. Tommy Cavanagh
calls a good dance and has "mike personality"
to spare . . .

ASK FOR YOUR
FREE CATALOG

Flint, Michigan

Twenty-nine squares may not seem like a
big dance to many but as you know we are
rather scattered and our clubs are small . . . In
this case "big" is how you feel and we have a
whole bunch of dancers who feel this was
"big."
Bill Corbett
Fleur de Lis Assn., Orleans, France
Dear Editor:
. . The magazine is just crammed with good
reading and information on new calls and
ideas. The June 1965 issue (of Sets in Order)

GRENN
Newest
Rounds

GR 14088 "MEXICALI ROSE" by Jack and Na Stapleton

Newest
I
Hoedowns

OR 12083 "TOMAHAWK"

14087
14086
14085
14084

"SEEMS LIKE" by Larry and Nance Brumleve
non-phrased, instrumental only

"ROCK FALL"

RECENT ROUNDS
Taste Of Honey/Conn. Waltz
New Love/Carolina Morn
Someone/Latin Louie
Deep In My Heart/Wonderful Rain

12081
12080
12071
12068

RECENT HOEDOWNS
Whirlpool Hoedown/Piney Woods Whoop
Kickin' It Up/Cornfield Holler
Rolling High/Kitatinny
Galley West/G Train

TOP
Newest
Squares

25127
25126
25125
25124

TOP 25128 "MICKEY'S TUNE" flip by Wally Schultz
TOP 25129 "NOBODY HOME BUT ME" flip by George Peterson

RECENT SQUARES
When your Hair Tas Turned To Silver — Bohn 25123
25122
Tomatoes Are Cheaper — Hartman
25121
Philadelphia Style — Fish
25120
By The Sea — Keys
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I'm Walkin'— Peterson
Flowers On The Wall — Bohn
Happy S/D Way — Thornton
Moon Is Making Eyes — Thornton
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LATEST RELEASES
OT 8203
I'D RATHER FIGHT!
Called by Johnny Schultz
OT 8204
QUEEN OF TIMBUCTOO
Called by Johnny Schultz

OT 8205
MEND YOUR BROKEN HEART
Called by Charlie Guy

OT 8206
RIVERSIDE HOEDOWN

Send 5 cents for complete listing to
OLD TIMER RECORD CO., INC.
708 East Weldon Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 85011

had a wealth of information. After a year I
still pick it up to review calls and movements ...
Mrs. Warren Lee
LaFayette, N.Y.
Dear Editor:
After many years of participation as a dancer
and caller in the USA my family and I have
been transferred to Soesterberg, Holland. We
owe so much to so many that it is quite impossible to thank all of them . . .
We hope to have square dancing at Soesterberg AFB in the very near future and plan on

AND

MOUNTAIN DEW

seeing many of our square dancing friends at
Mannheim, Germany, when the Bob Osgood
tour is here in September. We would appreciate hearing from any square dancers or
callers either in the USA or Europe.
"J. P." Jett
828A F.T.D. ATC)
APO New York 09292
DON LOFTSGORDON

An especially earnest square dancer and member of several clubs in Los Angeles, California,
was Don Loftsgordon, who learned to dance

".

Sets intra err
HANDBOOK SERIES

SQUARE DANCER'S

IN DOCTRINATI
HANDBOOK

N

YOUTH IN
SQUARE DANCING
STORY OF
SQUARE DANCING
PLANNING SQUARE
DANCE PARTY FUN
CLUB
ORGANIZATION
HANDBOOK
PUBLICITY
HANDBOOK

Square Dancers
Guide 1966
35c each postpaid
Contains 71 illustrations
on all the popular basic
movements used today. A "must"
for new dancers.

Designed especially
for new dancers,
a valuable help to all dancers.
15c each—$10.00 per 100 postpaid

15c each—$10.00 per 100 postpaid
IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE DIRECT TO
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462 NO. ROBERTSON BLVD.
LOS ANGELES 48, CALIF.
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KALOX-LONGHORN.BELCO
RECORDS
NEW RELEASES
NEW ON KALOX

BILLY
LEWIS

K-1060 GET READY / OLD 97 HOEDOWNS
K-1061 IF YOU KNEW SUSIE FLIP/INST. CALLER: BILLY LEWIS

LATEST RELEASES ON KALOX
K-1057 YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING
FLIP/INST. CALLER: SINGIN' SAM MITCHELL

HARRY
LACKEY

K-1058 MY CONFESSION FLIP/INST. CALLER: HARRY LACKEY
K-1059 YAKKITY-YAK / CUMBERLIN' GAP HOEDOWNS

NEW ON LONGHORN
LH-154 TENNESSEE BORDER FLIP/INST. CALLER: BILL PETERS

LATEST RELEASES ON LONGHORN

SINGING SAM
MITCHELL

LH-152 BACK IN CIRCULATION
FLIP/INST. CALLER: LOUIS CALHOUN
LH-153 ECHO-FROM-THE-HILLS
FLIP/INST. CALLER: JERRY ADKINS

NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO

BILL
PETERS

B-129 I LOVE YOU SO MUCH TWO-STEP By BILL & PAT BOONE
PEOPLE WILL SAY WE'RE IN LOVE
TWO-STEP By EDDIE & BOBBIE REEVES

RECENT RELEASE ON BELCO
B-218 HEY GOOD LOOKING DANCE By DEAN & PETIE FABBRY
WALKIN' IN THE RAIN DANCE By VAUGHN & JEAN PARRISH

LOUIS
CALHOUN

THESE RECORDS AVAILABLE AT THE DEALERS LISTED ON PAGES 53 & 55

PRODUCED BY

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.
316 STARR STREET • DALLAS, TEXAS 75203

JERRY
ADKINS

SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN BADGES AND SQUARE DANCE JEWELRY

gwin9ipt9

itzattes

AAP
,- bf

Jeanne Santo

A variety of colors and shapes to suit your taste.
Match your favorite outfit. Also matching Bolo
Slides for the men.

Figures and lettering embedded in
lightweight plastic. Various colors
of background and type available.
Send sketch or idea for free sample.

Write for jewelry brochure.

PRESIDENT j

DellRon Electronics Box 364
Lemon Grove, California

with his mother as his partner when he was
just a teenager some years ago. Don did not
leave the activity as so many young people have
done but continued on thru college, graduate
work, a professorship at Occidental College in
Los Angeles and a year of special studies which
he just completed last year at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas. Early in July
Don's mother passed away and, while on the
trip east for her funeral, Don, too, passed away.
His square dance friends as well as his working
associates will feel his loss keenly.

ROUNDS IN ST. LOUIS

Rounds selected for dancing at the Gateway
to the West Square Dance Festival in St. Louis,
Mo., last April included the following: Alabama
Waltz, Archie's Melody, Are You Lonesome
Tonight?, Bye Bye Blues, Dancing Shadows,
Everybody Loves a Lover, Fraulein, Go Go Go,
Golden Dreams, Hot Lips, Jarnbalaya, Johnnie0-Polka, Kon Tiki, Linda Two Step, Many
Times, Moonlight Cocktails, Moon Over Naples,
Oh Boy, Philadelphia Strut, Ramona, San Juan,
So What, Steppin' Easy, and Tango Adios.

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR RECORD DEALERS
RECORDS

You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn
big profits selling square and round dance records in your area.
The specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in
business if you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance
labels and books and can offer fast efficient service. if you are
already a dealer in square dance accessories and clothing, here's
your chance to add to your volume profitably. Contact distributor
nearest you for complete details. No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
ARIZONA

ILLINOIS

NEW JERSEY

OLD TIMER DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 7281, Phoenix

HERITAGE DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
6407 N. Caldwell Ave., Chicago 60646

DANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
1161 Broad St., Newark 07114

OHIO

CALIFORNIA
CORSAIR-CONTINENTAL CORP.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd., Temple City

MICHIGAN
SCOTT COLBURN SADDLERY
33305 Grand River, Farmington 48024

TEXAS

MISSOURI

MERRBACH RECORD SALES
323 West 14th Street, Houston

CANADA
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE WHOLESALE
455 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C.
CANADIAN MUSIC SALES
58 Advance Road, Toronto, Ont.

TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 16, Bath

WEBSTER RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
124 W. Lockwood, St. Louis 19

UTAH
VERN YATES DISTRIBUTORS
436 E. 4th South, Salt Lake City

GEORGIA

NEBRASKA

WASHINGTON

RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
2581 Piedmont Road N.E., Atlanta 30324

SQUARE DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
204 Lyric Bldg., Omaha 68102

WESTERN DANCE DISTRIBUTORS
12301/2 Westlake Avenue N., Seattle 9
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GAYLON SHULL Calls
SL-125 I FOUND YOU OUT

CA L LEE
ov ITHE
1RN

RECENT RELEASES:
SL-119 BRUSH THOSE TEARS
Caller: Jon Jones

SL-120 LEMON TREE
Caller: Tommy Farris

SL-121 ALICE BLUE GOWN
Caller: Gaylon Shull

SL-122 THE WILLOW TREE
Caller: Melton Luttrell

SL-123 CITY LIGHTS
Caller: Dusty Randell
SL-124 CUTIE Caller: Dick Enderle

Wes Rea — Grosse Pointe, Mich.
HAT ABOUT a square dance teacher who
couldn't call? Seems impossible but Wes
Rea of Grosse Pointe, Mich., was once just
such an instructor. That was in 1948 when the
local director of adult education needed an
instructor for a class of 10 sets. He knew that
Wes had been teaching friends in various basements so called the Rea residence. Julie ( Mrs.
Rea) , with a consummate faith in her husband's abilities ( which has not flagged in the
ensuing 18 years), accepted at once.
Altho' not then a caller, Wes did have a host
of other qualifications such as teaching and
coaching experience; a voice well-developed by
acting, singing and controlling noisy study
halls; and above all, boundless amounts of
patience as well as energy.
Soon Wes was calling, Julie assisting and a
highly successful career was under way. This
winning team has since then taught over 5000
Detroiters to square dance in their regular programs, not to mention many others who came
in via "one-night stands."
During these last 18 years Wes was twice
promoted, being now a high school principal,
while the popularity of square dancing was
rising each year. Soon the Reas found it necessary to limit their calling and teaching to four

W

SQUARE L
RECORD CO.

8512 La Jolla Ct.
Ft. Worth 16, Texas

We make ONE thing
But GOOD!
THE FINEST QUALITY, POPULAR PRICED
SQUARE DANCE SHOE IN ALL AMERICA.
MADE OF SOFT, LIGHT, FLEXIBLE
CHOICE LEATHER.

Gordon's PROMENADE Shoe

• The only shoe of its kind in
all widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
• Cushion insoles
• Good Looters—Smartly
Styled —Trim— Neat—
Eye catching design
• Popular priced—
still $12.95
• We pay postage anywhere.

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 Palm Ave.
Hialeah, Florida
P.O. Box 841—ZIP 33011

The Keys To Calling
By Don Bell and Bob Dawson
A hard-bound textbook written exclusively for beginning or experienced
callers and teachers. Complete course with home study lessons. Rated
"Excellent" by top leaders.

$7.95

Includes postage and handling —Canadians add current exchange
Floridians add 3 % sales tax—Air mail postage and handling add $2.00
— Send check or money order to:
"THE KEYS TO CALLING" 1863 Alta Vista, Sarasota, Florida
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nights a week, tabbing young caller Dave
Taylor to take over some of the jobs which
they could not handle themselves.
The Reas' two sons, Paul and Carl, started
dancing in their teens with a group called Teen
Promenaders — a hundred teenagers for whom
Wes called once a month.
Still holding to their limit of four nights a
week, the Reas' present program has them
maintaining calls, workshops and clubs at all
levels. Wes calls for Promenaders (and has for
16 years) and Starmakers (8 years) . He just
about leads the Detroit area in the number of
beginners enrolled in classes, averaging about
11 sets per year.
Their record speaks eloquently for the Reas
who, believing in all that square dancing has
to offer, promote and maintain the activity at
all levels during all seasons.
(Date Book, continued from page 5)
Aug. 14—Guest Caller Dance
Ranchland, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Aug. 14—Silver Anniversary Square Dance
New Arena Audit., Duluth, Minn.
Aug. 14—Teenage S/D Assn. Summer Dance
Veterans Park, Long Beach, Calif.
Aug. 14-20-7th Ann. Blue Ridge S/D Camp
Clayton, Georgia
Aug. 16—Shoreliners Guest Caller Dance
Jr. H.S., Guilford, Conn.
Aug. 16—Lochdale Free Outdoor Square Dance
Burnaby Mt., Burn aby, B.C., Canada
Aug. 18—Guest Caller Dance
Ballroom, Pleasant Lake, Mich.
Aug. 18-20-3rd Ann. Star Spangled Banner
S/D Fest., Lord Baltimore Hotel,
Baltimore, Md.
Aug. 18-20—Lethbridge Gladiolus & S/D Fest.
Exhib. Grounds, Lethbridge, Alta., Can.
Aug. 19-21-8th Wisconsin S/D Convention
Wisc. State Univ., Whitewater, Wise.
Aug. 19-21-6th Ann. Lazy Days S/D Week
End, Sunny-E-Side Recr. Hall, Ligonier, Ind.
Aug. 19-21-2nd Ann. Jekyll Island Jamboree
Carriage Inn, Jekyll Island, Ga.
Aug. 20—Guest Caller Dance
Hayloft, Asbury Park, N.J.
Aug. 26-27—Kamper and Dancer Festival
Ottumwa, Iowa
Aug. 27—Guest Caller Dance
Hayloft, Asbury Park, N.J.
Aug. 27-28—Ill. Callers Assn. 7th Ann. Inst.
Embassy Motor Hotel, Franklin Park, Ill.
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Aug. 28—Nebraska State Assn. Dance
City Audit., Hastings, Nebr.
Sept. 2—Trail Dance, Knothead Jamboree
Mangum's Barn, Blackfoot, Ida.
Sept. 2-3—Mountain Style S/D Festival
Natural Bridge State Park, nr. Slade, Ky.
Sept. 2-4-2nd Ann. European S/D Convention
Friedrich-Ebert Halle, Ludwigshafen,
Germany
Sept. 2-5—Penin. Teachers & Callers Labor Day
Kampout, Sunset Lodge, Bainbridge Island,
Wash.
Sept. 2-5—Kon Yacht Kickers 10th Ann. Labor
Day S/D Vacation, Conneaut Lake Park, Pa.
Sept. 2-5-5th Labour Day Square 'n' RoundUp, Aston Villa, Bracebridge, Ont., Canada
Sept. 3-4-3rd Ann. Central Coast Square Affair
Vet. Mem. Bldg., San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Sept. 3-5-11th Annual Knothead Jamboree
Old Faithful Lodge, Yellowstone Park, Wyo.
Sept. 3-5-6th International S/D Convention
Nikko, Japan
Sept. 4-9th Ann. Official Night Owl Dance
City Audit., Columbus, Nebr.
Sept. 9-10-9th Ann. GNOSDA SID Festival
Munic. Audit., New Orleans, La.
Sept. 9-Oct. 1—Fun Valley S/ & RID Vacations
South Fork, Colo.
Sept. 10—F.F.A. Square Dance Jamboree
Scotts, Oquaga Lake, Deposit, N.Y.
Sept. 11—Guest Caller Dance
Ranchland, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Sept. 13—Shoreliners Guest Caller Dance
Jr. H.S., Guilford, Conn.

USE OF SQUARE DANCERS GUIDE
There are certain ground rules to be observed in writing to people whose names are
listed as contacts in the Square Dancers Guide
put out by Sets in Order. These people have
agreed to serve square dancing in this fashion
and do so on a voluntary basis. Their function
is to provide information on dances in their
locality to interested square dancers.
The contact people are not expected to act
as agents to traveling callers, for products or
commercial ventures of any kind. Neither are
they expected to provide long lists of dances
and clubs in their areas. They are ready to
help find a dance or two for visitors.
We are asking the people who are kind
enough to make a contribution to square dancing in this way to ignore all obvious solicitations.
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NEWEST BLUE STAR LP RELEASES
The Really BIG HITS
are. on BLUE STAR of courser

$3.98
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NEW LABELS FOR MERRBACH
BLACK MOUNTAIN
#218 John Henry, Caller Frank Lane, Flip Inst.
LP 9000 Long Play, Caller Les Gotcher
SQUARE N ROUND
#555 Pass The Clover, Partner Trade, Caller Les Gotcher
I

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR:
1785 — EJ-Marie
Caller: Al Brownlee, Flip Inst.
1786 — High Gear, Key G
Flip Blue Mountain Hop, Key A
(Hoedowns)
1787 — Long John, Key G
Flip Shortnin', Key A
(Hoedowns)
1788 — Goofus
Flip Marnie's Mixer
(Round Dances)
LP 1014 — Long Play Album,
By Sal Fanara

LORE:
1085 — The Dance Is On
Caller: Bob Dubree, Flip Inst.
1086 — Go Swinging With a Lady
Caller: Allen Tipton, Flip Inst.
1087 — Old Town Hall
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.
1088
What It Means To Be Lonesome
Caller: Allen Tipton, Hip Inst.
1089
Ferris Wheel
Caller: Emanuel Duming,
Flip Inst.
—

—

SWINGING SQUARE:
2329 — Don't Forget It Baby
Caller: George Peterson, Flip Inst.
2330 — While I'm Gone

KEENO:
2310 — Round Robin
Caller: Harold Bausch, Flip Inst.

2320

—

Caller: George Peterson, Flip Inst.

2331 — Hang Your Heart On a Hickory
Limb
Caller: Bill Saunders, Flip Inst.
2332
Take Me Back to Tulsa
Caller: Chuck McDonald, Flip
Inst.
2333
Hello Mary Lou
Caller: George Peterson,
Flip Inst.
—

—

ROCKIN "A":
1328 — Four Leaf Clover
Caller: Bill Wilson, Flip Inst.
1329 — Square Dance Honeymoon
Caller: Bill Wilson, Flip Inst.
1330 — I Overlooked An Orchid
Caller: J. P. Jett, Flip Inst.

1331

Further and Further
Caller: Paul Childers, Flip Inst.
1332 — Most Of All
Caller: J. P. Jett, Flip Inst.
1333 — Darling Dixie Lee
Caller: Bill Wilson, Flip Inst.

2330

—

Omaha/Blue of the Night
Rounds by Lloyd &MaiziePoole
Set Me Free
Caller: Harold Bausch, Flip Inst.

MUSTANG:
116 — Flowers On The Wall
Caller: Mike Hayes, Flip Inst.
117 — True Love's A Blessing
Caller: Hubert Brasseaux, Flip
Inst.

118 — One Has My Heart
Caller: Billy Brooks, Flip Inst.

BOGAN:
1195 — Four Star Rag, Key G
Flip Cindy, Key G (Hoedowns)
1196

—

—

Count Down
Caller: Billy Ditternore, Flip Inst.

1197 — I Can't Believe You're Mine
Caller: Ham Wolfrairn, Flip Inst.
1198 — April Showers
Caller: Cal Lambert, Flip Inst

We carry all square and round dance labels — Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, 323 W. 14th St., Houston, Tex.

Phone UN 21071

TRICOT KNIT
ALL POLYESTER

WESTERN SHIRT
$8.98

THE

TUE. THRU SAT.
11-7
WED. & FRI.
'TIL 9:30

Dry in 30 min. — NO IRONING
No Care — Wears and travels well
White — Blue — Tan — Gold
Sizes 14 thru 18 — Sleeves 32-36
NEW NEAT PATTERNS & STRIPES
$9.98
In Tan and Blue
Add .60 Postage on either
Sample Card of MATERIALS and TRIMS
For those who sew: .50 stamps
(HAVE. MOBILE STORE — WILL TRAVEL)

STIFF NYLON
MARQUISETTE

PHONE
203-658-9417

PETTICOAT

$5.98

...00"1-1 o P

WEARS AND WASHES WELL

.75 POSTAGE
* 3 RUFFLED TIERS
BOUND WITH TAFFETY RIBBON
* NYLON TOP AT WAIST
* LACE EDGED BOTTOM
Small, Medium, Large in White — Blue —
Black — Lilac — Aqua — Beige — Maize
Pantalettes to match in all colors
$1.98
but Lilac and Aqua

Ruth E. deTurk

Reuel A. deTurk

1606 HOPMEADOW ST., SIMSBURY, CONN. 06070

OVERSEAS DANCERS FOR SAN ANTONIO

The Overseas Dancers group will meet this
year in historic San Antonio, Texas, for their
4th Annual Reunion on August 11-13. Eligibility for this organization is limited to those who
have danced overseas and the numbers who
have done so are increasing every year. The
theme of the 4th Reunion is "Overseas Dancing Under Flags of All Nations." Anyone who
is eligible to become a member and wants to
be reunited with old acquaintances may write
to Reunion Chairmen, Steve and Fran Steph-

ens, 151 Dryden, San Antonio, Texas.
PROGRAM SET UP FOR TOPEKA CALLERS

Bob "nippy" McDaniel, Secretary-Treasurer
of the Topeka Square Dance Callers Assn.,
reports that a program has been set up for the
study of the Basics of square dancing, including equivalents, set-ups, zeros, get-outs, etc.
A lot of enthusiasm has been generated in the
association meetings and it is felt that this
program will inject new zest into the Toledo
situation. The group meets monthly for round
table discussions and visual study of the Basics.

.P:THEMES and SOUNDS
THE RECORDS YOU HAVE
BEEN WAITING FOR
TUNES for anniversaries ... bon voyages
good night ... or good-bye.
SOUNDS to get attention ... sign off your
program ... create an audience reaction.

SIO-2144 (45 RPM)
SIDE A
Anniversary Aloha Auf Weidersehn
SIDE B
Piano Crescendo
Drum Roll
Laughter
Piano Sign Off
Laughter and Applause
Applause

Ors
48

RECORDS

HERE'S A RECORD TO ADD THAT
EXTRA SOMETHING
TO YOUR HOLIDAY PARTIES
For Christmas, New Year's Eve,
St. Patrick's Day and Easter

SIO-2145 (45 RPM)
SIDE A
Jingle Bells
Sleigh Bells and Reindeer
New Year's Eve Party Sounds
Auld Lang Syne
SIDE B
Crowd Noise
McNamara's Band Easter Parade

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER
SETS in ORDER, AUGUST, '66

"FOR nu IT rim" RECORDS
We have one of the largest stocks of both
new and old square and round dance records
in the U.S.A. We ship most orders on the
same day the order is received.
ROXJ NE)ANCERS

SPECIAL PRICE ON 78's AND OLD 45's
Send 5c stamp for new up-to-date catalogue

Jimmy and Vivian Holeman — Houston, Texas
IMMY AND VIVIAN HOLEMAN create their own
bright spot in the round dance firmament of
the Lone Star State. They bring such enthusiasm to their work as round dance teachers
that they attract many new round dancers with
their classes at least twice a year.
The Holemans began their square dancing
in that magic year of 1948 which touched off
so much interest in the activity. In 1951 they
started round dancing and the following year
started using simple rounds and mixers with
simple squares to form a basis for "one-night"
programs. These, with variations, have been
used at church and private parties, at Army
and Air Force bases, etc. They have compiled
about 25 dances and they call Musical Mixers
which readily adapt to these occasions.
Jimmy is a caller and concentrated on that
phase until turning to round dancing full time.
He served as Director, Vice President and
President of the Houston Square Dance Council and is still active in it.
On two occasions the Holemans have served
as vice chairmen and chairmen of the Houston
Round Dance Festival. They are also charter
members of the Texas Round Dance Teachers
Assn., of which jimmy is now Vice President.
They have been featured at many Texas and

I

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7176

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

TR-1656M SERIES
56 Watt
MODEL
TR-1656M-HF2,
two cases, two
2-way 50-watt
speaker systems
including 12"
50-watt woofers,
crossovers, and
separate 31/2"
tweeters. 57 lbs. $288.50 FOB Factory.
20.

ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Ave., Sacramento, Calif. 95824

PANIC BUTTON $1.00
(choice of 22 sayings on flag)
PANIC
BUTTON
0

NAME BADGES
j Pat No NAME ONLY, TOWN
3,056,220
AND/OR CLUB

c
ULPC

We make and design any shape badge.
Enclose sketch and quantity of initial order
for our prices.
Write for brochure for full information

A TO Z ENGRAVING CO.
P. 0. Box 345

Wauconda, Illinois

"DON'T FENCE ME IN"
Called by BOB WICKERS
Dick Cary Band (Flip) HI-HAT 336

HI
HAT
Records

ROUND DANCES
"ABILENE"
"BUTTONS & BOWS"
Easy Two-Step By
GIL & BETTY WUNNING

Fox Trot By
CHUCK & BETTY MOORE

HI-HAT 830
Produced By MERL OLDS, P.O. Box 69833, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069

SETS in ORDER, AUGUST, '66
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NEW
RELEASE

CUSTOM ENGRAVED

SQUARE DANCE
BADGES

tj

PERSONAL • CLUB • GIMMICK • EVENT
We will make and design any type badge. Send
us a picture or diagram of badge you would
like, and quantity of initial order for prices.
Write for our brochure for full information
HANDICAPPED ENGRAVERS, INC,
Gary, Indiana 46404
708 Grant Street

Oklahoma festivals as round dance instructors
and have been associated for 9 years with the
Smith Brothers Institute. They have also been
instructors at Coffey's College of Square and
Round Dancing and the Lighted Lantern
Square Dance Camp.
At the present time the Holemans are instructors for the Left Footers Round Dance
Club in Houston in addition to their regular
classes in round dancing. Jimmy and Vivian
say that the only way to perpetuate round
dancing is to teach, so besides their own teach-

4 New Exciting HOEDOWNS

"OUCH"
"MOLLY"

J-137

"SQUARE 'EM UP"
"WALKING THE DOG"

J-138

JEWEL RECORDS
328 Linda Ave., Birmingham, Ala. 35226

ing, they also encourage new couples with the
desire and ability to consider becoming round
dance teachers.
ROUND DANCE RATINGS

From Pennsylvania, Don Wilson reports ratings made by 13 teacher-members of the Delaware Valley Round Dance Teachers Assn. In
the various categories, Tango Lament rated
high as an advanced dance; Deep in My Heart
at the intermediate level and Gay and Shiny as
an easy round dance.

NOW READ
THE OFFICIAL

1967
SQUARE DANCE
CALENDAR

tzt

DESIGNED WITH
YOU IN MIND

lug

SIZE: 9" x 1 1" STIFF PAPER

2 for $1.00
Calif. add 4% Sales Tax

Available from your favorite
Square Dance Dealer
or

ars
462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048
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Let Your Square Dance Clothier Help You

Dreg for thg Danea<ov
AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 West Main, Alhambra, California

HILL RANCHO
15701 So. Crenshaw, Gardena, Calif.

AQUA BARN WESTERN SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave., No., Seattle, Wash. 89109

JEAN'S WESTERN AND 3/DANCE WEAR
705 Eastside Blvd., Muskogee, Oklahoma

BAR G SADDLERY
1066 E. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti, Mich. 48197

KAY WILSON
5022 Nokomis Ave., Minneapolis 17, Minn.

BAR S SHOP
4318 Naomi Dr., Louisville, Ky. 40219

KEITH CLOTHING
301 19th St—Ensley, Birmingham 8, Alabama

BILL & VALS CARRIAGE HOUSE
140 E. Butler Ave., Chalfont, Bucks County, Penn.

McCULLOCH COSTUME & DANCE OUTFITTERS
1195 Dundas St., London, Ontario, Canada

BOB & DOT'S SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN WEAR
3435 Magnolia Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.

REX OLD SQUARE DANCE SHOP
3968 A Studebaker Rd., Long Beach, Calif.

BONEY'S S/DANCE AND WESTERN WEAR
11617 Florida Ave., Tampa, Florida 33610

ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento, Calif. 95824

CIRCLE EIGHT WESTERN WEAR
12339 S. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne, Calif. 90250

SQUARE TOGS
11757 Hwy. 42, Sharonville, Ohio

CIRCLE W-J TRADING POST
151 W. Elkhorn Ave., Estes Park, Colorado

SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
South Main St., Topsfield, Mass. 01983

CHEZ BEA SQUARE DANCE CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128th St., North Miami, Fla. 33161

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2272 E. Main St., Sarasota, Florida

COUNT'S WESTERN STORE
4903 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C.

TOWN AND COUNTRY SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS
740 Schoelles Rd., North Tonawanda, New York

DANCE CRAFT
455 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C,, Canada.

THE DANCERS CORNER
2228 Wealthy SE, Grand Rapids, Mich.

DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., North Canton, Ohio 44720

THE WIGWAM
307 High St., Seaford, Delaware

ED & MAREA'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
317 Peninsula Drive, Erie, Pa.

VIVIAN PORTER'S WESTERNWEAR
1320 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino, Calif.

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave., Toledo 9, Ohio

WESTERN TACK 'N' TOGS
411 West Carpenter Freeway, Irving, Texas 75060

HI-D-HO WESTERN SHOP
257 Read St., So. Attleboro, Mass. 02774

WICHITA WESTERN STORE
1018 W. 31st South, Wichita, Kan. 67217
WORTH INC.
1460 Washington Ave., Miami Beach, Fla. 33139

MAGAZINE
MAY BE PURCHASED
AT THESE STORES

STORES handling square dance clothing are welcome to write
Sets in Order for information regarding a listing on this page.

Your

Guarantee

(Record reviews, continued from page 20)

of the finest

in JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES
Since 1898

Quality

At Better Stores Everywhere

F. L. Wilmarth Co.

East Pro ►., R.I.

And a beauty!
A cutie!
And a sweetie!
A neatie!
A toe-tugging two-step!
And a wide-eyed waltz!
#LS-267 WHIPPED CREAM —Two-Step by the Tuffields
(Real jazz — real action — real style)

#LS-268 EDELWEISS

Simple Waltz by Dena M. Fresh
(Like water running in a sunny stream)

Ready in August. Our first Round Dance record in a year.
WRITE TO

Doyo Sh(IW

RECORDINGS, INC.
Box 203, Colorado Springs,
Colorado 80901

SQUARE DANCE CLOTHES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Catalogue Available on Request,
and Name of Local Supplier
Wholesale & Retail Depts
.

1460 Washington Avenue
Miami Beach, Florida 33139

FREE

Sq uare & Round Dance
Record Catalog

• Buy Direct By Mail • 24 Hour Service
•

12,000 Records Always In Stock

• Books & Accessories
• 58 Labels
• P.A. Systems • FREE BONUS OFFER.
Why Don't You Send For Your Copy Today'
12 Years Continued Service

MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7281 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011
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— allemande — bow weave — do sa do —
swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Good dance for mixed group. Dancers
will like tempo. Well played music and good
key selection. Rating: *'r

WILDFIRE — Windsor 4854
Key: C
Tempo: 129
Range: High HC
Caller; Johnnie Roth
Low LC
Music: Standard 2/4 — Clarinet, Piano, Guitars,
Drums, Bass, Saxophone
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — Allemande thar
— shoot star full — corner pull by — allemande
— right and left grand — do sa do — promenade. (Figure) Circle — allemande — swing
right hand — men star — box the gnat — girls
promenade — box the gnat — pull by — swing
right hand girl — promenade.
Comment: Music is good. Good standard figures
and a lively tempo.
Rating: *r+
CHIM CHIM CHEREE Hi-Hat 335
Key: 2 Keys
Tempo: 125
Range: High HD
Caller: Ralph Silvius
Low LC
Music: Standard 2/4 — Banlo, Piano, Trumpet,
Accordion, Drums, Bass, Guitar
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — ladies chain —
do sa do corner — see saw partner — allemande — weave — do sa do — promenade.
(Figure) Heads (sides) pass thru — round two
to a line — star thru — square thru — three
quarter — centers in — cast off three quarter
— star thru — square thru three quarter — corner swing — promenade.
Comment: Interesting figures and novelty music
to a currently popular tune. Dance has good
drive. Rating:**+
FLOWERS ON THE WALL — Windsor 4855
Range: High HF
Tempo: 127
Key: A Minor
Low LD
Caller: Bill Ball
Music: Standard 2/4 — Trumpet, Piano, Guitar,
Accordion, Bass, Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies promenade — gents step
in — single file — girls back track — partner
box the gnat — pull by — allemande — weave
- do sa do — promenade. (Figure) Heads
square thru — do sa do — swing thru — men
trade — box the gnat — pull by — allemande
— weave — do sa do — promenade.
Comment: Music has too much range for most
callers. Bill drops down an octave on the high
part but few callers will be able to do this.
Rating:**
MacGregor 1091
Range: High HE
Tempo: 126
Key: E
Low LE
Caller: Tommy Stoye
Music: Standard 2/4 — Vibes, Guitar, Accordion,
Harmonica, Bass, Drums
Synopsis: (Four times Figure) Heads up and back
— right and left thru — ladies chain — chain
rollaway —
three quarters — sides turn 'em
two men slide thru — allemande do sa do
— weave — do sa do — corner swing — promenade.
DOMINIQUE

—

SETS in ORDER, AUGUST, '66

local Deem

PUBLICATIONS
01.1*

CATERING TO SQUARE DANCERS
* ALABAMA
MUTCHNICK'S WESTERN WEAR
54-56 Government St., Mobile

* ARIZONA
RECORDLAND
4457 East Thomas Road, Phoenix

* CALIFORNIA
AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 W. Main, Alhambra
HILL RANCHO
15701 So. Crenshaw Blvd., Gardena
MACDONALD'S RADIO
35 N. Santa Cruz AVe., Los Gatos 95030
MODERN RADIO
1475 Haight Street, San Francisco
PHIL MARON'S FOLK SHOP
1531 Clay Street, Oakland 12
NANCY SEELEY'S RECORDS FOR DANCING
706-B Nimitz, China Lake
RITE NOTE MUSIC STORE
12418 S. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600 — 33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824

* CANADA
CHUCK'S SQUARE DANCE CENTRE
661 Main St., Penticton, B.C.
DANCE CRAFT
455 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C.
GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.
THE SQUARE DANCE POST
833 Stafford Dr., Lethbridge, Alberta

* COLORADO
S. D. RECORD ROUNDUP
8575 W. Colfax, Denver 15

* FLORIDA
BONEY'S 5/DANCE AND WESTERN WEAR
1938 E. Hillsborough Ave., Tampa 33610

* GEORGIA
EDUCATIONAL AND DANCE RECORDS
P. 0. Box 11776
Atlanta 30305

* ILLINOIS
ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
1614 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago 60639
DELUXE MUSIC SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4063 Milwaukee, Chicago 41

* INDIANA
MAXINE'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4428 So. 7th St., Terre Haute
PARKER STUDIO OF MUSIC
Hwy. 3 N. at Cree Lake, Kendallville
STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES
3600 So. Main St., Elkhart 46514

* KANSAS
MISSION RECORD SHOP
5908 Woodson Rd., Mission

* KENTUCKY
BAR S SHOP
4318 Naomi Dr., Louisville 40219
PRESLAR'S WESTERN SHOP
3111 South 4th St., Louisville 40214

* LOUISIANA
DANCE-RANCH
Carrollton Shopping Ctr., New Orleans
PIONEER SHOPPE — WESTERN WEAR
300 Camp St., New Orleans 12

* MASSACHUSETTS
ALLEMANDE THAR SHOP
Rt. 62 Maple St., Middleton 01949
PROMENADE SHOP
Square Acres, Rte. 106, East Bridgewater
SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
S. Main Street, Topsfield 01983

CROSS TRAIL SQUARE DANCE CENTER
4150 SW 70th Court, Miami 55
RECORD-RAC
1607 Peachtree Circle N., Jacksonville

More Dealers Follow +

NORSEMEN RECORDS PRESENT
NEW ROUND DANCE

BY THE SEA Top 25124
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 132
Caller: Herb Keys
Music: Western 2/4

RD-100 IN PARIS (Waltz)
Dance written by Art & Evelyn Johnson
Presented in April issue of SIG

NEW SQUARE DANCE

Range: High HC
Low LB

Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Tempo slightly fast but good music —
very good timing — callers and dancers both
will enjoy this.
Rating: **-31:'-r

SD-020 GONNA SQUARE DANCE
TONIGHT
Caller: Harris Stockard
Music by the Rounders

Available Now NORSEMEN RECORDS
P.O. Box 5339, Buena Park, Calif. 90620

CALLER'S
/MATERIAL AVAILABLE
$1.00
$1.00
$3.00
$3.00
$7.50

Revised Figures and Terms
Caller's Roster (1965)
Training Manual
Caller's Guide
Subscriber Membership

Comment: Good smooth flowing dance. Range
of tune is quite high. Tommy talks the high
parts and it sounds good. Rating: **

Calif. add 4% sales tax

WALKIN' TALKIN' LIVIN' DOLL — MacGregor 1090
Key: A Flat Tempo: 126 Range: High HF
Caller: Vera Baerg
Music: Western 2/4 — Accordion, Piano, Guitar,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Heads right — circle to a line —
star thru — do sa do — right and left thru
— pass thru — allemande weave — do sa do —
swing — promenade. (Figure) Ladies promenade — box the gnat — gents star left — box
the gnat — corner swing — allemande — weave
do sa do — promenade
Comment: Good peppy music and standard figures will make this dance pleasant. Recorded
in lower range than most dances. Rating:**

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE LONESOME — Lore 1088
Key: G
Tempo: 128
Range: High HA

Order from
Square Dance Callers Assn. of So. Calif.
P. 0. Box 1024, South Gate, California

FREE CATALOG
Send for free 92-page catalog!
Matching Square Dance Outfits,
Slippers, Boots, Dresses and Slippers.

CURRENT BEST SELLERS

Complete Western Wear.

Fifty-six dealers of Square and Round
Dance records in key cities throughout the
United States and Canada were canvassed
to find just what records were selling in
their individual areas. The following lists
were made up from the results of that survey as tabulated in mid-July.

Dept. S
62 E. 2nd So.
Salt Lake City,
Utah 84111

RANCHWEAR

Caller: Allen Tipton
Low LG
Music: Western 2/4 — Guitar, Violin, Piano,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — corner rollaway — circle allemande — allemande thar — slip the
clutch — allemande — weave — promenade.
(Figure) Head ladies chain — heads lead right
— circle to a line — star thru — do sa do —
ocean wave — swing thru — swing corner

SCOTCHLITE REFLECTIVE

Square Dance Figures
Will fit on all late model car bumpers,

Bumper Size
ONLY

6" SIZE

50o
75o

4 COLORS - RED, GREEN,
GOLD & SILVER
Al your dea ers — or write
'

LOCAL SQUARE PRINTERS

SINGING CALLS
Love In The Country
Second Hand Rose
One Time Too Many
You Were Only Fooling
Dream Boat

Wagon Wheel 303
Hi-Hat 333
MacGregor 1089
Kalox 1057
Sets In Order 162

ROUND DANCES
I'm Gonna Build A Fence Hi-Hat 824
Hey Good Looking
Belco 218
Marie
Sets In Order 3153
Oh Boy
Belco 214
Someone

Grenn 14085

4618 Cass St., San Diego, Calif. 92109
".
■
•■
1.1■
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local Peek's

, PUBLICATIONS

4••••Lir""'
••••

CATERING TO SQUARE DANCERS
* MICHIGAN
ARROWHEAD TRADING POST
433 N. Washington Avenue, Royal Oak
B Bar B WESTERN SUPPLY
315 Main Street, Rochester
CROSS TRAIL RECORD SERVICE
12130 Center Road, Bath 48808
SCOTT COLBURN SADDLERY
33305 Grand River, Farmington 48024

* MINNESOTA
LOUISE MUSIC SHOP
727 Grand Avenue, Saint Paul 55105
"AL" JOHNSON RECORDS
4148 10th Ave., S. Minneapolis 55407

STOUFFER ENTERPRISES
743 7 Juler Ave., Cincinnati 45243
SQUARE DANCE AND GIFT SHOP
28933 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe

* PENNSYLVANIA
PETRELLA'S RECORD SHOP
2014 W. Darby Rd., Havertown

RANCHLAND RECORD SHOP
R.D. 3, Mechanicsburg 17055
RAY WARD RECORD SERVICE
17 So. 1st St., Bradford 16701

* SOUTH DAKOTA
SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
Route 2, Box 15, Rapid City

* MISSOURI
DO-SAL SHOPPE
1103 S. Crysler St., Independence 64052

* TEXAS
JUDY'S RECORD SHOP
Rt. #2, Box 191 Z, Denison

* NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 Broad Street, Newark 07114

* NEW YORK
BERLINER MUSIC SHOP
154 4th Ave., New York 10003
F BAR H RANCHWEAR INC.
1596 Niagara Falls Blvd., Tonawanda
TOWN AND COUNTRY SQUARE DANCE
FASHIONS

740 Schoelles Rd., North Tonawanda

* WASHINGTON
AQUA RECORD SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle 98109
DECKER'S RECORDS
E. 3936 17th Ave., Spokane 99203

* WISCONSIN
MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY
3414 W. North Ave., Milwaukee
PAULY'S RECORD SALES
Box 72, Wausau 54401

* OREGON
GATEWAY RECORD SHOP
10013 N.E. Wasco Ave., Portland 97216

* OHIO
BELT & BUCKLE WESTERN SHOPPE
32380 Center Ridge Rd.,
No. Ridgeville 44039

STORES handling square dance records are welcome to write Sets in Order for information
regarding a listing on these pages.

DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., N. Canton 44720
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1557 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609

Additional Dealers on Previous Page

COMING SOON
A new record label "SQUARE TUNES"
First Release #101

SQUARE DANCING GAL
Music by Fontana Ramblers
Caller-owner BOB DUBREE
3435 Magnolia Ave., Knoxville, Tennessee
AVAILABLE FOR TOURS '66, '67, '68

Phone 523-5871
— allemande — promenade,
Comment: Smooth dance and music. Dancers will
enjoy this very much. Recorded quite low and
melody is hard to follow. Callers that can
"fake" the melody will have good success
with this, Rating:**

— swing thru — ladies trade — swing
allemande — promenade.
Comment: This is a re-release of a popular song,
dance is interesting. Will be towards the high
side but most callers will be able to handle.
Rating: **

E J MARIE — Blue Star BS 1785
Range: High HD
Key: A
Tempo: 125
Low LE
Caller: Al Brownlee
Music: Western 2/ 4 — Accordion, Piano, Guitars,
Drums, Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande — do sa do — circle
allemande — weave — do sa do — gents star
left — promenade_ (Figure) Ladies chain —
heads one half sashay — star thru — do sa do

LET THE REST OF THE WORLD GO BY —
Blue Star 1784
Tempo: 122
Key: E Flat
Range: High HC
Caller: Andy Andrus
Low LC
Music: Western 2/4 — Clarinet, Banjo, Piano,
Drums, Bass, Vibes, Clarinet
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: An "oldie" tune. Very smooth for calling and dancing. Tempo is quite slow and

Desert Flower

ORIGINALS
3118 CENTRAL S.E.
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO 87106

HAVE MORE FUN
TRY OUR FASHIONS
Priced from $14.95 up
Write for our free brochure

WORN BY BETTER SQUARE DANCERS
COAST TO COAST

56

Exquisite dresses, blouses,
skirts, petticoats, pantaloons,
ponchos, coats

SETS in ORDER, AUGUST, '66

NEW RELEASES

#1094 "RICKSHAW MAN"
CALLED BY TOMMY STOYE

#1095 "BACK IN MY
BABY'S ARMS"
CALLED BY ALLEN TIPTON

BEST SELLER LIST
#1041 "BEAUTIFUL DREAMER"
CALLED BY SCOTTY LANGLANDS

#1081 "DON'T LEAVE ME DARLING"
CALLED BY FENTON 'JONESY' JONES

Music By FRANK MESSINA AND THE MAVERICKS

MacGREGOR RECORDS, 729 So. Western Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90005

most callers will increase speed of record.
Rating: **+
Music is good.

STAND AT YOUR WINDOW — Windsor 4857
Range: High HB
Tempo: 125
Key: B Flat
Caller: Chuck Raley
Low LB
Music: Western 2/ 4 — Accordion, Piano, Trumpet,
Guitar, Drums, Bass, Vibes.
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — rollaway — circle allemande — allemande thar — slip the
clutch — allemande — do sa do — swing —
promenade. (Figure) Heads do sa do — corner
star thru — pass thru — wheel and deal -double pass thru — first left — next right --star thru — square thru three quarter — allemande — do sa do — promenade.
Comment: Relaxing dance with good figures.
Rating:**

RAGGIN' A CALL — Windsor 4856
Key: 4 Keys
Tempo: 131
Range: High HD
Caller: Bob Van Antwerp
Low LD
Music: Standard 2„/ 4 — Accordion, Guitar, Vibes,
Piano, Bass, Drums, Trumpet
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Very good star figure. Good music
with four key changes. Patterns are quite
closely timed.

ONE HAS MY HEART — Mustang 118
Range: High C
Key: G
Tempo: 128
Low LA
Caller: Billy Brooks
Music: Western 2/4 — Violin, Piano, Clarinet,
Guitar, Bass, Drums
Synopsis: (Break) Circle — corner swing — allemande allemande thar -- slip the clutch —
allemande — right and left grand — promenade. (Figure) Heads (sides) promenade one
half — same ladies chain — do sa do — ocean
wave — swing thru — star thru — corner swing
— allemande — promenade.
Comment: Enjoyable dance with good rhythm.
Range of voice goes towards the low side but
most callers should handle. Rating:**

TRUE LOVE A BLESSING — Mustang 117
Tempo: 125
Range: High HA
Key: D
Low LB
Caller: Hubert Brasseaux
Music: Western 2/ 4 — Violin, Guitar, Piano,
Drums, bass

Synopsis: (Break) Ladies chain — whirlaway —
circle whirlaway — circle — allemande —
weave — do sa do — promenade. (Figure)
Heads (sides) square thru — do sa do — star
thru — pass thru — frontier whirl — dixie chain
— girls "U" turn — swing -- allemande —
promenade.
Comment: Music is adequate — figures easy
standards.
Ratign:

I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU'RE MINE — Bogan 1197
Range: High HC
Tempo: 127
Key: D
Low LA
Caller: Ham Wolfraim
Music: Western 2/4 — Violin, Piano, Banjo, Accordion, Drums Bass
Synopsis: (Break) Do sa do — corner seesaw —
partner — circle — allemande — allemande
thar — slip clutch — pass one — allemande —
do sa do — promenade. (Figure) Head ladies
chain right — new head ladies chain — heads
right, circle to a line — up and back — star
thru — dive thru — star thru — cross trail —
corner swing — promenade — swing.
Comment: Good, smooth dance, coupled with reRating:
release of a good tune.

COUNT DOWN — Bogan 1196
Key: G
Tempo: 125
Range: High HA
Caller: Billy Dittemore
Low LD
Music: Western 2/4 — Banjo, Violin, Piano, Bass,
Drums, Guitar
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies promenade — box the
gnat — swing circle — allemande — weave —
do sa do — allemande — promenade. (Figure)
Heads (sides) square thru — swing thru — spin
the top — right and left thru — star thru —
dive thru — square thru three quarter — allemande — pass one — promenade.
Comment: Catchy tune — callers and dancers will
both enjoy this one. A very comfortable dance
to call for callers that like them towards the
low side.
Rating: **-F

IT'S A BOY!
Pat and Jill McQuaid of London, England,
now actively calling and teaching in Wheatridge, Colorado, announce the birth of young
Patrick Kevin McQuaid April 23rd. Congratulations!

THIRD ANNUAL

VERMONT
FALL FOLIAGE SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER 30 & OCTOBER 1, 1966
AT MONTPELIER
Jack & Grace LIVINGSTON
Dick & Carol STEELE
Saturday Evening — S/D
Friday Evening — S/D
Saturday P.M. — S/D Workshop
Saturday A.M. — RID Workshop
air-conditioned hall • scenic tours
WEEKEND — $5.00/COUPLE

ONE SESSION — $2.00/COUPLE

FOR INFORMATION OR REGISTRATION CONTACT
Mr. Donald Pine, 11 Dewey Street, Montpelier, Vermont
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Ors

RECORDS

ATTENTION
ALL
CALLERS
A round dance record (written by two square
dance callers) especially designed to meet the
needs of the Square Dance Caller (or Teacher)
to use with beginner round dancers.

SIO #3157
SIDE A-COLONEL BOGEY
By Dan & Bernice Schmelzer
A lively, nostalgic tune for a real fun but very simple mixer.

SIDE B-IPANEMA
By Ed and Dru Gilmore
A flowing, catchy tune with an extremely simple dance specifically designed to teach the turning two-step, but with enough
challenge for the neophite round dancer to be interesting.

Another recent S.1.0. release of special interest to
Callers and Teachers:
SIG -'3156

JERE / MANDOLIN BOOGIE

A pleasing two-step / An easy mixer to Exciting Music
IDEAL FOR ANY SQUARE DANCE OR ONE-NIGHT STAND

THESE RECORDS ;AVAILABLE AT TH,E. DEALERS LISTED ON PAGES 53 & 55

e•
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a little experimenting
recently and we hope we've interpreted
author Royce Waugh correctly in some of the
picture drills on his creation. This one's a real
mover. It has the effect of transfering a dancer
from one end of an ocean wave to the other.
It's rather fun and can be achieved fairly
smoothly.
E'VE BEEN DOING

RIPPLE THE WAVE
By Royce Waugh, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
From an ocean wave formation the person or
persons indicated by the call will turn with the
right hand half way around, then turn the next
with the left hand half and finally turn the next
with the right hand half to end the movement at
the opposite end of the ocean wave.

While working on the call we tried it in two
different ways. First, we started one person in
motion from one end of the ocean wave and
then started a second person from the same
end. In the second series, we started two ends
working simultaneously. Incidentally, we show
the second series using two ocean waves simply
for variety.
In illustrations 1 through 6 our "active man"
(marked X) is in action. He first turns by the
right (2), turns the next person with the left
(3), turns the last person with the right (4 and
5) to end at the opposite extremity of the
ocean wave (6). At this point he has corn-

"LET'S CREATE

MAGIC Records
Our latest square dance release:
#1005

kit It-ewe
"aide Tyme"

If
This record has a harmony voice on the instrumenyour
tal side that enables you to perform the same
dealer
duet arrangement Fred does!
doesn't have
it, write to:

4842 Lancelot Drive, New Orleans, La. 70127
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'OLD TYME'
SQUARE DANCING"

Ddni

WONDER WHY—DUET
written & called by FRED BOUVIER

is

97 pp
Over 80 Calls

—

$3.25 ppd.

Quadrilles, Contras, etc.

Beginner Material
proven dances
How to build a Lasting Square Dance Movement

Ralph Sweet ... Powder Mill Barn
32 S. Maple St., Hazardville, Conn. 06036
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pleted his movement and has changed his facing direction.
In illustrations 4 through 8 our active lady
(marked 0) gets into the act. Turning the first
person by the right (5) she turns the next by
the left (6) and the last by the right (7) to
end once again at the opposite side of the
ocean wave and having reversed her facing
direction (8).
Working two ends at one time we start in
ocean wave position (9). The outside men
start a right hand turn with the person beside

SQUARE DANCE DRESSES
Designed by

Eat eanasa

Available through most better
stores everywhere

Always ask for them by name

of miami

them (10). The men meeting in the center
turn with a left (11) and go half way around
(12). Then they turn the person on the outside
with a right (13) until the dancers are once
again in an ocean wave (14).
Note in these last examples that the ladies
have been returned to their original position in
the ocean wave. Only the men have changed
their facing direction and position in the line.
This is an equivalent, incidentally, of "men
trade." For some Workshop examples of this
please turn to page 35.
Name only 60c

JOHN
HANDS
BIG RIVER,USA
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ANY

Name & Town

STATE

or Design 65c

SHAPE

Name & Town

$1.25

& Design 75c

EACH

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Color — Black, White,

Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Yellow, Walnut, Birch.

Send Check, We Pay Postage

PAT'S PLASTICS

2110 NORTHWEST MIAMI COURT • MIAMI , FLORIDA 33127

Inquiries invited from rated accounts

■

BOX 847

RIFLE, COLORADO
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SQUARE DANCE and WESTERN SHOP
FALL TIME IS TIME FOR NEW DANCING SHOES

$5.95

FIDDLESHANKS
SILVER WREATH

Lightstepping slippers of soft Calif.
cowhide w/fiddleshanked outer
sole and airfoam cushion inside.
Colors: White, Turquoise, Black,
Red and Pink. Sizes 4-10.

White and Black /
Silver or Gold
sequins around
the top. Sizes
4-10 Med. only.
$5.95

T-STRAP STYLE DANCE SHOE
ESPADRILLA
Colors: Black and White
Perfect for round dancing. Solt sole
ballerina w/air foam cushion insole.
Sizes: Med. 4 to 10
$4.50
Narrow 5 to 10._ $5.95
Same colors as Fiddleshank.
Please add 500 for orders under $10.00. Canadian customers please add $1.00 mailing charge.

8315 Wornall Road, Kansas City, Mo. 64114 • Phone Highland 4-3110 • Open Thurs. eves.
OLD-TIME FIDDLERS SOUGHT
The members of the American Old Time
Fiddlers Assn., an international correspondence
association of fiddlers, seconds, violin makers,
repairmen, are requesting assistance. As of
March 13 they undertook a drive to complete
a major research project. They are trying to
locate information about every possible oldtime fiddler, second, violin maker, repairman,
whether living or not. A publication is being
prepared to honor these people and for a complete reference on the subject, according to

"Fiddlin De" De Ryke, president of the
association.
Any information should be forwarded to
American Old Time Fiddlers Assn., 3836 So.
16th St., Lincoln, Nebr. 68502. It will be
greatly appreciated. Says Fiddlin De, "The
fiddler and his fiddling played an important
part in our early history and heritage. For
this, if for nothing else, he and his fiddling
counterparts of today deserve recognition for
carrying on this traditional art and skill."

TRANSAMIKE & TRANSATUNER

9"x 5"x 23/4"

high

Wireless
The MICROPHONE OF THE SPACE AGE
6"x 1 1/4"

zog01..,

Absolutely No Wires Attached

dia.
Tuner to input of

CONSTANT VOLUME
NO FEEDBACK
This marvelous instrument transmits at constant volume
level, either 2 ' in front of loudspeaker with no feedback problems or up to 400' from tuner with no change
in volume. Callers will increase their dance success and
have the pleasure of trouble-free voice command. The
thrill of your dance career will be climaxed with the
possession of a Transamike. The high quality tuner
receives the signal from your Transamike and feeds it
to your present sound system. Weight of the microphone is less than a pound.
Write us for free, illustrated brochure
(Distributors' inquiries welcome)

EXTENDED SOUND
Ross Crispino & Paul Hatch
P.O. BOX 384, NAMPA, IDAHO 83651

62

P.A. System

FOR CALLERS
via patch cord
INSTRUCTORS
TEACHERS
This system consists of: Microphone (wireless), Neck
Harness for using mike in lavalier operation, Tuner
wi antenna, Patch Cord.
The TRANSAMIKE and TRANSATUNER complete
with everything you need to update your system
to the space age sound for $350.00.

DEALERS:
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES & STUDIO
3600 —33rd Avenue, Sacramento, California 95824

MANNING SMITH
113 Walton, College Station, Texas
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SOUND THE HALL!
The power-packed 100V,with all solid
state circuitry for instant amplification, is
capable of filling the largest dance hall.
A NEW EXCLUSIVE FEATURE IS THE
AUTOMATIC OVERRIDE COMPENSATOR
which automatically LOWERS THE MUSIC the
moment you speak, raises it the moment
you stop. The Strobeselector motor allows the
caller to change tempo from 16 to 84 RPM
without sound distortion. The super
clear sound comes from separate music and
voice channels. And longer record life
is assured by the wrist-action tone arm.
ORDER EITHER: 100V Complete System,
with 4 matching speakers ... $439.95
or 100V Transcription Player/Amplifier only
in carrying case ... $299.95
SEND ORDER TO: Rheem Califone,
5922 Bowcroft St ,
Los Angeles,
California 90016

RHEEM CALIFONE'S
MODEL 100V
125 WATT P. A. SYSTEM
DELIVERS YOUR CALL
TO THE BACK OF THE HALL

caI1

On e A DIVISION OF RHEEM MANUFACTURING, AN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY WITH OVER 75 PLANTS AROUND THE WORLD

BON VOY GE
EURO EAN
SQUARE DANCE

TREKERS

"They should do all right . . . most calling is Greek to them anyway."
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RECRUITING HELPS
Display posters on light cardboard help publicize your starting class
# 1 POSTER 81/2"x 1-1" in 2 colors —12 for $1.50
#2 POSTER 81/2" x 11"— 12 for $1.00 (1 color)
A good size for store windows and bulletin boards

POST CARDS — 51/2 x 3'/
A replica of the "join in" poster for mailing to prospects for
your Beginners Group
100 for $2.25
Calif. add 4% sales tax

ORDER FROM

Res

462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

